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Letter from Ruth Anne Miller Thomas (WAC Alumni / Former Collegiate Swimmer / 

Olympics Trials Qualifier / Member of W&M Athletics Hall of Fame) 
 

July 28, 2015 

To Whom It May Concern-  

I am writing on behalf of Harold Baker, as it has come to my attention that WAC may be trying to 

remove him from the head coaching position.  I spend most of the day in communication with many 

WAC alum’s, sharing our concerns for the team and rallying in support of Harold.  Harold’s value as a 

coach is immeasurable, and I would like to share with you the impact he has made on me.   

I joined WAC at age seven and quickly grew to love the sport and WAC as my team.  My sister joined too 

and our soon our parents were also immersed in the swimming lifestyle and culture.  I have amazing 

memories of growing up in and around the pool with Harold as my coach.  He nurtured my talents and 

the talents of each individual on the team, regardless of what our times were.  He challenged us to set 

goals and to work hard to achieve them.  Harold made swimming fun but also knew when we needed to 

be given tough love.  At my last WAC awards dinner my senior year of high school, I wanted to share a 

short paper I had written in school.  It was entitled “All I need to know I learned from swimming.” I 

learned so much from the sport- the value of teamwork, triumphs and heartbreaks, goal setting, 

physical endurance and the power of someone believing in you.  And who was the one that taught me 

all of those things? Harold Baker.  I was brought to tears when I read it to the whole WAC community 

then, as I am brought to tears writing this letter now.   

I went on to swim at the College of William and Mary where I had a successful four year career.  This 

spring, I was inducted into the W & M Athletic Hall of Fame.  I had two great coaches at W&M, but when 

the awards ceremony was being planned, I asked that Harold be the one to present the Hall of Fame 

award to me.  It was one of my proudest moments to be able to recognize Harold in my acceptance 

speech at the Induction Ceremony.  He deserved to be recognized for all the hard work, coaching skill, 

and love he put into my life and swimming career and the lives of so many other WAC swimmers.  

In addition to being a WAC swimmer, I had the privilege of coaching with Harold at both the summer 

league and WAC levels for several years. I loved being a part of his teams, this time on the pool deck, so 

that I could share some of the passion for the sport that Harold instilled in me with other young 

swimmers.  Even now, as a working mother of two young girls, I have made the time to give swim 

lessons in the summer.  Swimming will always be a beloved part of my life, and it is all because of 

Harold.  

I appreciate you listening to my story and encourage you to think hard about what a loss it would be to 

not have Harold on your team. There is not a coach out there that you will find like Harold.  There just 

isn’t. 

Sincerely,  

Ruth Anne Miller Thomas 
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Letter from Ben Colley (WAC Alumni / Current Collegiate Swimmer / Olympic Trials 

Qualifier)  
 

Dear Williamsburg Aquatic Club Board of Directors, 

The news that the WAC family is currently receiving is troubling and disappointing. Harold Baker is the 
founder, the head coach, the leader, and the face of Williamsburg swimming. I am writing you today to 
explain to you why you should not fire Harold Baker or force him to step down from his position. These 
countless emails and testaments you have been receiving on such a short notice does not even scratch 
the surface to the positive impact Harold Baker has been responsible for. HB, as many of his current and 
past swimmers know him, has given his blood, sweat and tears (quite literally) from the creation to the 
growth and maintenance of this club.  Harold has provided myself and countless other adolescents with 
outstanding swimming instruction, a caring role-model, and numerous priceless life lessons. 

Harold Baker is a superb role model and mentor 

Harold has meant so many different things to so many different people. To me, he was and still is way 
more than a coach. He has been a mentor, a second father figure, and a model for someone I aspire to 
be like. Harold is compassionate, caring, and has an innate desire to help people. That is what I want to 
be when I am older. Fast swimming, scholarships, and records are good things – and Harold has given 
many people these things – but that is not all a coach should provide for an athlete. 

I have been around swimming and its community for my entire life and finding a coach who can create 
fast swimmers is a dime a dozen, but finding a coach who truly cares about every swimmer whether he 
or she is a B swimmer or a state champion is extremely rare. 

One of the beautiful aspects of our sport is that you get out of it what you put in to it. I cannot put 
myself in your shoes as parents of aspiring, adolescent swimmers, but I have seen many swimmers quit 
the sport entirely because of their parents belief that the team should cater to their every desire for 
their kid, when in fact they no little to nothing about the sport. I want to challenge these parents to 
prioritize what they want their swimmers to accomplish as swimmers and as people and ask yourself if 
WAC would really be in a better place without Harold Baker. 

Firing Coach Baker will only lead to the instability of the program. Harold has more than enough people 
who believe in him as both an individual and a coach to where firing him is utterly delusional, if you 
think you are acting in the team’s interest. 

Thank you for taking the time to read my email. If you have any questions or concerns, feel free to 
contact me by email at colley@live.unc.edu 

Sincerely, 

 Ben Colley 

  

mailto:colley@live.unc.edu
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Letter from Brenden Sullivan (WAC Alumni)  
 
Dear WAC Board,  
 
I know this is probably too late. But I don't really care. I still feel the need to voice my opinion for Harold, out of 
respect for the one of the people who made me the man I am today. 
 
I started swimming for Harold in 1994 at Kingswood and joined WAC just a year later. My mom was the first 
Strength and Conditioning coach for WAC, and my dad was a Stroke and Turn Judge for USA Swimming. 
Harold, Lauren, and the team were family to us, and it's safe to say the majority of my childhood revolved 
around that family. I stayed swimming for Harold until my family moved to St. Louis in 2002. We were heart-
broken to leave, but my brother and I continued swimming when we settled. Unfortunately we only stayed with 
it another 5 years or so. But if it weren't for a love of the sport that Harold inspired, I would have quit less than a 
year into the new team. Part of the reason I quit was because of poor coaching. I felt like the coaches were 
only focused their best swimmers, and I was in reality only a B/BB swimmer. Harold made sure everybody got 
his attention, no matter how strong or weak. Another reason I quit was because I was missing something; my 
coach. If I had stayed in Williamsburg, I guarantee I would still be swimming. Harold has affected too many 
peoples' lives to just throw him aside and move on. He doesn't deserve that, and neither do the hundreds of 
kids whose lives he is currently molding. What you guys are doing is wrong. There is a reason he has been 
with the club for 37 years, he is dedicated! Let Harold coach!!! Without Harold, WAC is dead… 

 
Brenden Sullivan 
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Letter from Bobby Jacobsen (WAC Alumni / Former Collegiate Swimmer) 
 
Good Evening WAC Board Members,  
 
I implore you to fully read and truly consider this email. By now you must already feel the rising tide of support 
for Harold Baker. And I can assure you that the swell is only beginning to roll in. This support comes from within 
the active WAC community and the extended swimming family that Harold has built over the past 30+ years. It 
is actually quite phenomenal to see in action. It brings so much emotion that it is hard to contain. Right now I 
will not share with you the details of how Harold has had an enormously positive impact on my life, but you can 
be sure that though unique, my story has many of the themes you have heard from other alumni--themes that 
would undoubtedly be echoed by many of the younger alumni as well. Perhaps even your own children, if they 
are or were members of the team.  
 
The story of Harold and his career as a swimming fixture in Williamsburg is deeply rooted in RESPECT. 
Respect for teammates, colleagues, kids, parents, other coaches, the sport of swimming. More than 30 years 
of respect and effort which has built an institution. Granted, the institution is now significantly larger than Harold 
himself, but it still benefits immensely by his unyielding presence within it. Are you too close to the scene to 
realize this? Are you so focused on your own swimmer's progress as competitors that you have lost sight of 
Harold's incredible influence to help mold fantastic athletes and people?  
  
The story of your approach to removing Harold and change the fabric of WAC appears to be one of disrespect. 
Disrespect of a man, an institution, and his amazingly large extended family. Now I will not pretend to truly 
know you or criticize you as people. I also will not pretend to know how day-to-day operations have been 
running for the past 13 years since I stepped off of the WAC blocks. No system is perfect and things can 
always be improved. But the replacement of Harold as head coach is not the way to do it within the WAC 
organization. Hopefully, after the uprising you have seen today, you realize this now.  
 
I do not have a high tolerance for unwarranted secrecy, rampant speculation, sensationalism, and action 
without purpose. The past 24 hours of back and forth communication and speculation about the situation has 
been immensely frustrating for all of us. It was also avoidable, with your management approach as the 
significant cause. And, interestingly, the way you have gone about trying to remove Harold as head coach 
has inadvertently galvanized support for Harold in a way that we couldn't have done on our own.  
 
So I must ask, what is your next step? Will you attempt to move forward with removing Harold as head coach? 
Will you step down as Board members? Will you reconcile differences and move forward to manage in an 
amicable, transparent, and effective manner? Obviously I do not anticipate you would share this information 
with me, however, if you do feel inclined to share information I will be happy to act as a conduit to the Alumni 
community. The lack of transparency and disrespectful approach thus far has fueled a fire that has spread 
coast to coast. Straightforward communication with the community that you are supposed serve in its best 
interest would do wonders to calm things down.  
 
Please listen to the collective cry of the team, alumni, and other Harold supporters. And, for everyone's sake, 
treat Harold with some RESPECT. He has earned it.  
 
WAC, Klams, Rams. In Harold We Trust.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
Bobby Jacobsen  
 
WAC Swimmer, 1990 -2002. Harold supporter for life.  
 
 
p.s. - This is how my personal story starts...Years removed from the program, it is easy for me to see Harold's 
impact on me - how his ever-present influence guided me from peaking competitively as a 10 yr old state 
champion, through a time of uncertainty and disdain for swimming, to rediscover my love of the sport and team, 
and ultimately swim through college and meet my wife. It wouldn't have happened with another coach, I 
guarantee it...  
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Letter from Caroline Kelley (WAC Alumni) 
 
Dear WAC Board Members: 
 
I'm writing this email to you as a former WAC and Kingswood swimmer for 12+ years.  I was heartbroken and in 
tears today to hear of your plans to remove Harold as the head coach of WAC.  I hope you realize the drastic 
negative impact that this will have not only on Harold and Lauren, but WAC and the community in general.  
 
Harold is so much more than just a swim coach.  He has had many successes over the years, both with 
individual swimmers, and championship teams.  I personally went from being a mediocre swimmer to one who 
consistently qualified for championship meets.  More importantly than that, Harold has been a huge role model 
in my life and the lives of countless other kids who grew up/are growing up in greater Williamsburg.  Harold 
taught us the importance of hard work, competition, dedication, friendship, discipline, sportsmanship and 
fun.  To take that away from the future of Williamsburg would be a travesty.   
 
I'm not sure what your wishes/desires are in a coach, but in my opinion, you're not going to find a better one 
than Harold Baker.  He has the experience, skill and know-how to take swimmers of all abilities to the next 
level.  He knows the importance of balance in a swimmers life which includes school and family time.  He 
shows the team how to be serious and competitive but fun all at the same time.  He treats everyone with 
respect and you always know where you stand with Harold.  In turn, the swimmers have the utmost respect for 
Harold.  He is truly invested in and cares about your swimmers ... I will never forget how Harold knew every 
single time, split, strength, and weakness we had and what we needed to do to improve. He has a way of 
getting his point across without acting crazy ... a feat in itself when tasked with that many kids at one time!   
 
I hope you think long and hard about your choices.  I hope you come to realize that Harold Baker is the best 
thing for WAC, for our community and for the future of swimming in Williamsburg.  I understand that coaching 
may not be a one-size fits all kind of thing, but there are many other clubs in the area that may possibly suit 
your needs and I encourage you to seek them out as an alternative for yourselves if you feel your needs are 
not being met.  I believe that the majority of swimmers and families at WAC love Harold as much as I do and 
taking him out of the picture is not the right thing to do.   
 
Please feel free to contact me at any time to discuss further if you would like.  I'd be happy to elaborate on my 
thoughts.  In the meantime, know that you have a gem of a coach who is honestly one of the most kind and 
caring individuals you will ever meet who has invested his entire life into the sport, the swimmers and the town 
... what more could you ask for ?!?!  
 
To Harold: 
 
Thank you for everything you have done to make me a better person.  I'm so grateful for all of the time spent in 
the pool and on land.  I'm so grateful for all of our long conversations, for all of the times you drove us to meets 
so we could swim the long distance events, even when our parents couldn't make it and for all the other things 
that are too numerous to mention.  I'm so grateful for the wonderful role model you were/are to us and all of the 
lessons learned.  I'll never forget how you treat us all as though we were/are your children and were nothing 
but encouraging and loving every step of the way.  Thank you for dedicating your life to swimming and to the 
children of Williamsburg.  Please know we are all better people for being under your wing and I consider myself 
privileged that you were part of the "village" that raised me.  I love you.   
 
We are behind you all the way!!   
 
Best Regards, 
 
Caroline Kelley 
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Letter from Robyn Timmons (WAC Alumni) 
 

Dear WAC Board Members, 

I was so sad to learn today what is going on within the WAC community.  I absolutely cannot imagine anyone 

being a better leader for WAC than Harold.  I swam under Harold for nine years and have so many wonderful 

memories of that time.  I wasn’t always a dedicated swimmer, but that did not bother Harold – there was a 

place in WAC for all levels of ability and interest.  As I got older, my level of interest changed and I desired a 

more vigorous training.  I spoke with Harold about my wishes and asked for his thoughts.  He was supportive 

and encouraged me to go for a more aggressive level within WAC.  I began earning  AA times in many events 

and excelling to a new personal best for me within just a few months of moving “up” levels.  But even before my 

newfound dedication to swimming began Harold was always aware of my personal best times and kept me on 

my toes.  A swimmer’s accomplishments at a B/C meet were just as important as those of a swimmer 

participating at an A/B meet.  In addition, Harold was always able to get his swimmers to cheer for each other – 

even when they were competing directly against each other - where else is this type of sportsmanship 

fostered? 

WAC has always been identified as an organization that excels under Harold’s direction.  I hope that Harold will 

remain as head coach of this institution for years to come. 

Sincerely, 

Robyn Tate Timmons   
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Letter from Chris & Lina Tonk (WAC Current Member) 
 

WAC Board Members, 
 
Being somewhat new to the team and area, and not having the knowledge of the inner workings of this team 
and Board, we are somewhat skeptical of voicing our thoughts. 
 
However, it is clear that this entire situation has been grossly mishandled and mis-managed. 
 
We have been not been informed of any issues with Coach Harold, as we only have glowing praise for 
him.  This recent turn of events has caught us by complete surprise.  

 
When we relocated here in late 2013, Harold welcomed us with open arms, and even at try-outs, made us feel 
like we were long term members of the team. He has made our 2 kids much better swimmers but more 
importantly,  has led them down a path of success that is only going to translate into all facets of their lives, for 
years to come. Lucas and Bella have grown to care for coach Harold.  Just two weeks ago Lucas got his first A 
time, and Lucas couldn't wait to tell Coach Harold but Coach Harold beat Lucas to it, and congratulated him 
and told him his hard work paid off. Harold is instilling hard work, integrity,  and sportsmanship into our 
swimmers.  But during the past few days, the WAC board has done Harold a disservice by displaying the direct 
opposite of these 3 values. 
 
The recent actions have tarnished the reputation of someone, who we have learned rather quickly, is a 
swimming legend in the area and entire Commonwealth of Virginia. It appears as if the board has acted in 
secrecy based on the wishes of a select few.  Transparency is desperately needed in this situation, and our 
hope is that a resolution is quickly found, with the best interests of the majority of all members of every level of 
the team. 
 
 
Chris and Lina Tonk 
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Letter from Jon Vorpagel (WAC Alumni / Former Collegiate Swimmer)  
 

WAC Board of Directors, 
 
My name is Jon Vorpagel, I am a former WAC athlete that went on to swim at NC State and then upon 
graduation went into coaching full time at multiple gold medal  and silver medal teams.  I have competed with 
Olympians, directly coached Sr. National and Jr. National qualifiers and have had the opportunity to work 
alongside Olympic coaches over my swimming/coaching career.   I mention my background because I believe 
it to be of value regarding this issue.  It has come to my attention that there are some concerns moving forward 
with Harold Baker as Head Coach of WAC. 
 
This note is not going to focus on my personal feelings towards Harold, all be them extremely positive, instead I 
will focus on the facts.  While there are constantly new, innovative, and different coaching styles several aspect 
of the sport remain the same.  

1.       Hard work pays off.  

2.       As a coach, I can’t do it for you.  I can only give you the tools to succeed. 

3.       You will fail along the way but that adversity is what fuels and drives the best to reach their 
full potential.  

Over my swimming career no other coach has taught me those lessons as well as Harold Baker.  Harold has 
always had a place for every kind of swimmer.  Some swimmers are dedicated to getting better, some wish it 
would be handed to them and don’t put forth the necessary work or attendance, and other just want to have fun 
and be social.  Harold embraces EVERY swimmer and will never force an athlete do something they don’t want 
to do.  Coaching isn’t forcing an athlete to do doubles and then punishing them because they skipped a 
morning workout.   If you want to work hard you will succeed under Harold’s program.  That is a fact.  
 
Harold has given and still gives his swimmers every tool necessary to succeed.  I have been lucky enough to 
even observe Harold coaching recently so I know this still to be true.   And frankly his laundry list of collegiate 
swimmers proves it.  
 
Lastly, Harold will allow you to learn and experience the sport of swimming in its entirety.  Failure is necessary 
to grow and learn in any sport.  I am incredibly thankful that I was able to learn from my mistakes prior to 
competing at NC State, ACC Championships, and Sr. Nationals.   
 
Harold has been a mentor to me as an athlete and a professional.  I love him, and what he has done for the 
sport not just in Williamsburg but the entire state of Virginia.  Harold is and always has been respected and 
admired by high level coaches across the country, club and college.  I will be very disappointed and concerned 
with the future of WAC should Harold not be Head Coach.  
 
I am available to talk anytime and would love to know more about what ever issues are to blame for 
entertaining change.  It would be a huge mistake to the program and community. 

 
Jon Vorpagel 
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Letter from Laura Curtis (WAC Alumni) 
 
I swam for Harold for 6 years – from the time I moved to Williamsburg, VA in 7th grade and all the way through 

high school. I swam for WAC and for Kingswood and knew I could take care of all my swimming needs at 

“Harold’s Store.” From the time I joined WAC, it was clear that Harold Baker WAS Williamsburg Aquatic Club. 

Reading everyone else’s posts brings back so many memories of what a great coach Harold was and how he 

truly supported every single one of his swimmers in and out of the water. He was always there to answer a 

question about technique, or take the time to watch you and let you know if you were improving on things he 

had told you to work on. He was also there to listen if you had a question that didn’t pertain to swimming.  

When I chose to participate in cheerleading in 8th grade, Harold was not upset that I would devote less time to 

swimming. When I chose to participate in Jamestown’s tennis team my junior and senior year, Harold did not 

get upset that I would devote less time to swimming. And when my family moved into Kingsmill and I chose to 

swim for the Sharks and Chris Hanks (another great WAC coach), Harold did not hold it against me. That’s 

because Harold made WAC a family. Some of my greatest memories are from my times with Harold and the 

WAC family; I made best friends who will last a life time. Harold’s accomplishments over his coaching career 

have made him a Virginia swimming legend; I can’t imagine WAC without Harold. For all the time, energy and 

heart he has put into the WAC program and the successful swimmers he has produced, along with the 

countless people’s lives he has shaped and changed for the better, there is no way that anyone else should be 

the head coach of WAC for as long as Harold wants the job. We love you HB! #SaveHaroldBaker 
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Letter from RJ Willard (CGBD Alumni / Lafayette Alumni)  
 

I never swam for WAC, I swam for CGBD, but I did have the opportunity to have a Harold as a coach 

while swimming for Lafayette. He was always willing to help and willing to listen. During year round 

meets he would always congratulate me (often before my actual coaches) and tell me he couldn't 

wait for the high school season to start. 

Harold has reached out to my family in a totally different manner recently. When my father 

unexpectedly passed away in April Harold and his wife were there for my mom, sister, and myself. 

Without hesitant or any request Harold named WAC's summer meet in the memory of my dad. His 

words to us was "remember your WAC family is here for you" 

I know I have stories in which I could say how he taught me so many things ranging from swimming 

to life lessons, but I thought I'd share this just to show another aspect of how great of a person and 

coach Harold Baker is. 

 

-RJ Willard 
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Letter from Tom McGovern (WAC Alumni / Current Collegiate Swimmer)  
 

To members of the Williamsburg Aquatic Club community, 

 

Many of you know me; for those of you that don’t, I swam for WAC every session from 2003 through 2013, as 

well as coached for Queens Lake from 2010 - 2014, eventually in the role of Head Assistant Coach. I realize 

that I know and understand little of what has been happening with the team recently as I have been living and 

working in Philadelphia, but I have been made aware through email and facebook that there has been some 

debate over Harold Baker’s role in the team moving forward. For what it is worth, I would like to share my 

thoughts, as a former swimmer on the team, of the role that WAC and Harold have played in my life, and the 

value that they bring to the Williamsburg community.  

Harold has, without a doubt, been the most influential person in my life outside of my parents. I am the person 

that I am today due to his endless devotion to mentoring his swimmers, his vision of a team accepting of all 

swimmers and promoting love of the sport, and his engagement in creating the swimming community in 

Williamsburg which has supported me and provided me with more friends and loved ones than I could count. I 

hope that by sharing my experiences, I can at least thank Harold for all that he has done for me, and hopefully 

help others to reflect on their time with him as well. 

First and foremost, Harold Baker is an amazing mentor. Even as a 9-10 swimming for him, I was amazed at his 

ability to keep track of times, preferences, and details about all of his swimmers, regardless of age or ability. I 

was never the most talented, but he always gave me just as much attention as far more gifted athletes. At one 

point, in level E at the age of 10, I remember looking up on the board at the Rec Center where our timed sets of 

200 frees were recorded, and asking Harold if I was the slowest one. His response was something along the 

lines of, “We’ll change that,” and true to his word, we did: two years later I finished first in the 200m free at Long 

Course Age Group Champs, and had team records in the 800m, 1000y, and 1500m free. My swimming career 

from there was anything but easy, but Harold supported me every step of the way, even in my decision to move 

myself down from Level A as I struggled with mono at the end of my freshman year, something I never quite 

recovered from. 

Even outside of the direct coach-swimmer relationship, Harold always went out of his way to look out for all of 

his swimmers. I can think of no better example than my final summer league dual meet swimming and 

coaching for Queens Lake, which Harold and the Kingswood Klams were hosting. Traditionally, many VPSU 

teams use their final home meet to honor their graduating seniors, but Harold included me in their ceremony, 

inviting me up on the blocks and speaking about my career along with his swimmers. This experience certainly 

was not unique to me, as Harold takes it upon himself to look out for all swimmers in the Williamsburg area, 

whether or not he coaches them directly. Even now, every time I see him, even now that I am no longer on the 

team, he always takes time, regardless of how many other things he has to do, to ask about my swimming and 

my life. Harold truly and deeply cares about those around him, and he does this in ways that have an impact far 

greater than that of just a coach. 

Not only does Harold personally build positive relationships with his swimmers, but he has dedicated his life to 

building a team that values inclusion, sportsmanship, and love of the sport. WAC was equally welcoming for me 

both as a state champion and as a “C” level swimmer, and allowed for me and many of my teammates to 

pursue our academic and other goals while continuing to devote ourselves to swimming. I was able to succeed 

in highschool because Harold and my other WAC coaches (including Chris Hanks, Dianne Limerick, Lee 

Hutchens, John Poorman, and Brian Vereb) always supported me in my interests outside the pool, and 

because of the emphasis on looking out for one’s teammates and serving the community. I would not have 

accomplished what I have – or be where I am today - without their daily lessons shaping my perspective. 

Another testament to the community created by Harold at WAC was the quantity of swimmers that switched 

teams to WAC in search of a more positive social environment. Throughout the years that I was on WAC, many 

of the most talented swimmers I knew came over from other teams because WAC simply was the most positive 

community, and most would go on to experience happiness and success. I currently am on a college team with 
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swimmers from clubs all over the country, and none of them were lucky enough to have been part of a club 

nearly as supportive or inclusive as WAC was for me. I am grateful for that every day. 

Finally, as I’m sure you all know, Harold is the backbone of a swimming community in Williamsburg that is 

incredibly close, positive, and supportive. Whether at the summer league, highschool, or club level, I was 

always surrounded by friends and parents who cared about me as a swimmer and a person, regardless of 

whatever team either of us represented. In nearly all cases, these connections were due to Harold. 

I will not attempt to send ill-informed advice, or assert my own opinion on what needs to happen next, other 

then to say I’m sure everyone wants what they think is best for the kids on the team; however, I hope that 

everyone in the WAC family remembers that they want what’s best for each other as well. I know Harold does. 

As he often says: “This is the third day of a championship meet; this is where the winners step up, and the 

whiners do what they do best.” Resolving this situation will be hard, and will require sacrifices, but I’m positive it 

can be done in a way that takes care of everyone involved. 

Finally, I just wanted to say thank you to Harold. Thank you, HB, for all of the nights that you didn’t sleep, for all 

of the days you spent working on the pool and bubble, for every bit of encouragement during practices and 

races, every bit of life advice you’ve given me, and all of the things that you do for the community that go 

unseen. You’ve changed my life, and the lives of so many who are important to me, and I will always be 

grateful. 

Sincerely,  

Tom McGovern 
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Letter from Amanda Dresser Gada (WAC Alumni)  
 

To whom it may concern: 

It has been brought to my recent attention that there a few WAC parents that have negative 

feelings about Harold Baker and would like to see him replaced as a head coach.  Please humor me as an 

“old” veteran of WAC as I take you on my trip down memory lane, as I provide my history of WAC, what 

I learned from USS club swimming, and, most importantly, my endorsement of Harold Baker as a swim 

coach, a mentor, and as a lifelong friend. 

My history of WAC:  

 WAC was started BY Harold Baker in 1979.  I was not an “original” kid, but an “early years” kid.  I 

had horrible ear troubles until I was 8, and ALWAYS wanted to be able to swim.  When I outgrew ear 

troubles, my parents put me on our neighborhood swim team, the Windsor Forest Frogs.  I swam the 

summer season, learned some strokes, had a blast, and begged to try club swimming.   I ended up 

joining WAC in either 1980 or 81.  We swam a couple of times a week in the basement of Blow Gym on 

W&M campus (a 20 yard pool to practice in, then competed in meets with kids that practiced in 25 yd 

pools), had 2 levels of kids that did not total more than 40-45 kids.  As I recall, my dad was a board 

president for 1-2 years as well in WAC’s early years. BOTTOM LINE….Williamsburg Swimming would not 

be in ANY WAY as it is today and back in my day if it wasn’t for ONE individual, Harold Baker.   

 As WAC continued to grow, what I remember with most fondness is that we were always a tight 

bunch of families and friends.  Once the Rec Center opened in 1986-87, we moved there for practices 

and WAC continued to grow and flourish.   Harold was still a solo coach and he managed the growth and 

transition of the club so well.   I was swimming HS swimming as well during these years, and then went 

on to swim a post graduate year at The Mercersburg Academy in Pennsylvania after shoulder surgery 

the previous year.  I continued to swim all 4 college years as a 3 time All American and a multi 

Conference Champion at Mary Washington College (yes, folks, it was not a University yet).   During 

breaks and summers, I was ALWAYS welcomed back to my WAC family with open arms to practice with 

them.  After college, I was invited back to coach while I was securing my first “real” job with benefits in 

the Williamsburg area.   At 42 years old, even though I am not a WAC parent and I do not have day to 

day contact with WAC, I still feel and will ALWAYS feel that I am a part of the WAC family.  One person 

made that happen, and that is Harold Baker.  Harold IS WAC and WAC IS Harold.   

 What drew my parents and me to WAC was a simple philosophy that Harold has always 

embraced.  Harold always wanted each and every one of his swimmers, NO matter what their level of 

swimming ability was, to be well-rounded individuals.  He wanted us to succeed as swimmers and take 

our talent and hard work as far as we could take it, but he placed important emphasis on all of us being 

good students, and being able to participate in other activities.  That was the most important thing I 

learned from club swimming:  I could be a really good swimmer and not have to give up other things 

that were really important in life.  Harold always made sure that he met each swimmer at their level and 

was just as happy for the first B time swimmer as he was for a zone cut swimmer.   

What I learned from club swimming AND from Harold Baker 
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 Most importantly, I learned integrity. I still remember one of my proudest moments of Harold.  

Not to give much detail, but we had two individuals trying to drive a wedge into the WAC family and 

betray Harold during my 15-18 yr old time period.  It was a championship meet when the “*%$# hit the 

fan”.  Once Harold discovered why his 15 year old swimmers were so upset that weekend, he took care 

of the situation with stellar integrity and made sure that his swimmers were okay.  HAROLD was the one 

that these two individuals were betraying, but he cared more about his swimmers and their feelings 

than his own.  Harold’s swimmers ALWAYS come first, whether he had 20 swimmers or 200.   

 Teamwork, sisterhood, brotherhood, and fatherhood.   WAC was family, and I am sure WAC still 

is family.   I was an only child, and even as an only child, my parents put A LOT of weekend miles on their 

cars for swim meets.  There were infrequent times my parents couldn’t be there.  Guess who took care 

of me? HAROLD and MY WAC family.  As a parent of three children now, and thinking about their 

activities, there are not many people that I would trust to accompany my children to different regions of 

the state of VA and beyond.  My parents trusted Harold with their most precious ME.  I have always 

“joked” that Harold was my 2nd dad but it is true.  He was a huge adult figure and role model in my life, 

our WAC family, and still is to hundreds of kids today.  I am a huge team player in my career and my 

adult life today, and I can attribute a healthy part of that to my WAC days. 

 Loyalty and comradery….WOW, where do I start???   I was a FROG in the summer…. And not a 

KLAM, should I say more???   But, let me state IMMEDIATELY, that even when I was swimming in the 

WRONG lane for the OTHER team, he was cheering me on.  When we swam the Klams, I was swimming 

for points “against” my bestie winter friends.  But, we got out of the water, congratulated one another, 

and encouraged one another.    Guess who emulated this characteristic and made sure that his 

swimmers followed his example?   Harold Baker.    And when it came to USS days, he still was and still is, 

LOYAL.   Sure, we had other clubs on the Peninsula, and some were a better fit for some than for others.  

He never had hurt feelings when an area swimmer needed to spread their wings and join another club, 

he simply still cheered them on and was proud of their accomplishments. 

 Self confidence….Harold instills self confidence into EVERY one of his swimmers….a self 

confident individual is a MAJORLY good thing in such a “backwards” world today.  

 Not to slight my parents, they were and are wonderful parents and instilled all of these above 

qualities in my formidable years as well, but this story is about Harold.  

I know that you are thinking, “this crazy lady isn’t even a WAC parent, her children don’t swim, 

so why is she going on and on...”.  I will make it really simple for you.   I may not be involved in the 

current, every day WAC.  But I want you to know how influential and positive my experience with Harold 

Baker and WAC was on my life.   

Now I ask you, as a current board member and as a swimmer parent, REGARDLESS of what 

swimming level and the swimming future of your child, don’t you want all of these positive experiences 

and positive qualities that I took away from my years at WAC for your child?   If so, support Harold Baker 

and do not let the few negative individuals RUIN that experience for your child(ren) and for the WAC 

family.  I don’t know who the negative individuals are or what roles that they play in the WAC family, 

and I don’t care to know.  All I know is that my heart hurts for the WAC family and for Harold Baker right 

now, since EVERY day that there is a divide and negativity in the club, is one more day that is taken for 

each swimmers experience.   Please, please, do the right thing, keep Harold Baker as head coach.   
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Regardless of your swimmers ability, he is able to meet every swimmers needs and reinforce all of these 

wonderful characteristics and memories listed above.   The few individuals that have a bone to pick with 

the WAC club, need to find a new club that may better fit their expectations or make peace with their 

current swimming community.  And, please, continue to remember and remind yourselves that 

yesterday’s and today’s WAC would not be as successful without Harold’s initiation and continued 

dedication.   

I am happy to speak on behalf of Harold Baker and my TRUE hope for the WAC family is that you 

continue to be united!   

 

Sincerely,  

Amanda Dresser Gada 
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Letter from Susanne Rublein (WAC Alumni)  
 

Dear WAC Board, 

 

I swam for Harold from age 7 through high school, at Kingswood and at WAC.  I was in fact a founding member 

of WAC, since I swam on the team when we still all went to meets in Harold’s van and entered the meets 

unattached.  I live in California and news of a pending debacle in which Harold would actually be removed as 

coach has reached me today on the West coast. 

 

I will be brief.  In my years swimming for Harold I learned many lessons that stay with me today.  Harold was a 

surrogate parent to all of us.  I am so fortunate to have had his presence throughout childhood.  I mean this 

with regard to life both in and out of the pool. 

 

I had the wonderful experience of a summer maternity leave last year and spent a month in Williamsburg.  I 

was able to spend a lot of time at Kingswood around Harold and the current swimmers.  It was incredible to see 

how Harold continues to provide the same fantastic program as he always did.  I was able to observe him 

working with young children as well as high schoolers.  It reminded me of how special an experience swimming 

for Harold was for me.  He is a true gem, and you would not find another. 

 

I have been swimming and competing in US Masters for 15 years now.  I have participated on the board of my 

team and served as president.  We have had our coach difficulties.  I know personalities can clash, and there 

are competing goals for what people want from the coach and team.  Obviously I do not know what ‘issues’ 

may be at hand (which I cannot imagine could be so severe).  Respectfully, though, I can assure you as a long 

time board member of a swim organization that you will simply not find an equal to Harold in terms of his 

dedication and leadership to the kids. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Susanne Rublein 
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Letter from Tim Dube (WAC Alumni Parent / Former WAC President)  
 

To the Board of Directors: 
 
As a former President of WAC I understand the frustrations and rewards of working with the Board, the 
Staff and the members of WAC. During my three-year tenure I became intimately aware of the issues 
related to the coaching staff and their interpretation/implementation of the program.  WAC’s program is 
not designed to meet the expectations of all the parents or all the swimmers; it is designed to meet 
the needs of the majority of WAC members.  Harold’s program is geared toward helping all swimmers, 
not just the elite or the struggling swimmer, but all those swimming in the program. 
  
Harold wants all swimmers to succeed, at whatever level they are swimming.  During my 20-year 
association with WAC, I consider Harold to be the coach most dedicated to his swimmers.  I do not know 
of any coach that is more dedicated to developing the child into a well-rounded person, not only a 
competitive swimmer.  He has dedicated his life to a worthwhile youth program; WAC is successful 
because he makes it successful. 
  
On a personal note, I have two very successful children, in major part due to the coaching and 
mentoring of Harold Baker.  My daughter was a rising star, AAA swimmer at age 11, when she was 
involved in a life-threatening accident.  Harold’s program made my daughter strong enough to regain 
her life – because of WAC she was physically strong, knew how to set goals and work to meet them, and 
Harold was there every step of the way helping her – from the night in the emergency room through her 
successful career in high school.  My son was anything but goal-oriented, a slacker by most 
standards.  Harold worked with him, mentored him, helped him through the hard times and praised him 
during his successes.  He went on to be the Captain of both his high school and college swim 
teams.  Harold, I thank you very much. 
  
As a Board, we try to make decisions that are the best for the program, we try to support the staff and 
provide the resources they need to do the job we ask of them.  The Board is there to support the 
Staff.  Perhaps as a Board, you need to ask how you can better support the staff that is working hard to 
make your children successful in life, as well as successful swimmers.  What they take away from 
Harold’s program is not only swimming lessons, but life lessons that they will use to build upon.  
  
I believe you should reconsider your action. 
  
Timothy Dube 
former WAC President 
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Letter from The Nester Family (WAC Alumni / Former Collegiate Swimmer)  
 

Dear WAC Board, 
 
We are a Kingswood, Lafayette and WAC alumni family and just got news of this current situation 
regarding Harold Baker.  Both of our children swam for Harold and knew no other coach.  Even 
though both of our kids swam at different competitive levels, Harold treated both with equal respect 
and attention. 
 
Harold is known locally, throughout the Peninsula, throughout the State of Virginia and regionally as 
a well-respected and admired coach.   You will not find a coach with more integrity and devotion to 
his swimmers, no matter the level of ability.  Also, Harold's reach extends well beyond Williamsburg; 
through his vast network of  college administrators and swim coaches he has been able to provide 
assistance to numerous WAC alumni swimmers in help with the admissions process to various 
colleges. 
 
Harold is a true treasure to the young people of Williamsburg and their families and it would be a 
tragedy to lose his guidance and mentorship.  In today's complex times they need someone like 
Harold in their lives, that will always be there for them even after they have retired from swimming. 
 
Harold Baker is much more than an excellent swim coach, he is a true leader in the community and 
a role model for our children.   
 
The Nester Family 
(Gary, Cathy, Amber and Aaron and future Harold swimmer's Ellery (2-1/2 years old) and Laurel (4 
days old) 
 
 
"Once a Harold swim family, always a Harold swim family" 
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Letter from Rita Murphy (WAC Alumni)  
 

Dear members of the Board, I am a former WAC parent (1994-2008) and WAC board member. I am sure there 
is nothing I can add to the chorus of support for Coach Harold Baker that has not already been better said by 
the legions of swimmers--now amazing young men and women--who have already raised their voices both 
privately and publicly, but I wish to add my name to the list of people who are grateful to have been members of 
the WAC family.  And it is a family, always was, and should remain. The Virginia swimming community offers 
many types of clubs for swimmers of all levels; you are not the first to say "why can't WAC be more like (fill in 
the blank--Coast Guard, SEVA, FTE, NOVA, somewhere I used to live, etc...). WAC can't be more like them 
because WAC is uniquely WAC.  Respect that.  Listen to the voices of the current and past swimmers who 
developed not only swimming skills but life skills as a result of their WAC experience. 
 
I understand that you are in a difficult situation right now; having kicked the hornet's nest, you now have a 
swarm with which to deal. I respectfully ask that you thoughtfully and carefully consider both the short and long 
term impact of your actions. Thank you. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Rita Murphy 
Williamsburg, VA 
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Letter from Michele Niles (WAC Alumni)  
 

To whom it may concern, 

My name is Michele Niles and I am a first generation WAC member and swimmer, I am writing this letter 

in support of one of the finest, most talented coaches, Harold Baker.  I learned of the unfortunate 

termination of Harold yesterday evening via facebook, and I was in complete and utter shock.  I started 

swimming with Harold when I was four years old, he had just graduated from The College of William and 

Mary, and he was named the Head Coach for the Kingswood Klams.  Soon thereafter he started WAC, 

and as soon as we were old enough, we all joined WAC, excited to be swimming all year round, not just 

in the summer.   

My childhood and formative teenage years were spent with Harold, and my amazing teammates.  To 

this day I talk of how lucky we were as kids to have such a safe place to spend our days, at the pool.  We 

were up at 7 for summer practice, right after practice Harold had us helping to teach swim lessons; we 

spent literally all day at the pool (unless it was a swim meet day), then we were home for quick dinner 

and back at the pool for evening practice.  During the fall, winter, and spring, WAC started out at Blow 

Gym, which was a four lane 20 yard pool, where the windows were literally stuck open.  Blow Gym was 

the wrestling gym, so imagine how hot it was, and we were packed in there, and no one could believe 

how well we competed coming from such a humble facility.  That is entirely because of Harold Baker, he 

knows how to design training plans, build his swimmers up, taper them down, and build a confidence 

that no matter what we knew we were fast.  We swam at Blow Gym for years before the county built 

the Rec Center and by then we were all competing with National times.  

 The first time we swam in the Rec Center with a real 25 yard pool, was incredible, and we kept getting 

better and better.  Harold taught us how to become not only incredible swimmers, but true athletes, 

gracious when we lost, and humble when we won.  Even though we competed against each other at the 

meets, my teammates and I are still to this day close friends.  That is unusual in this day and 

age.  Competition has such an ugly side to it and Harold never allowed that in his program.  I literally 

spent every weekend of my life up to College either at a swim meet or horse show.   

My father who is deceased always respected Harold, and if you knew my father one knows how difficult 

that respect was to come by.  He respected him on many levels:  One he trusted Harold, we were always 

with Harold, sometimes he had to drive us to the far away meets, we would annoy him at his apartment, 

we just wanted to be around him.  Two Harold could get the best out of us with out resorting to verbal 

abuse, which was common on the pool decks at the swim meets.  He never screamed at us, he 

encouraged us and knew when we needed the extra push, and also when we needed a hug. I continued 

to swim through my freshman year of College, then had to stop due to an ROTC scholarship I was 

awarded, but after moving to Hilton Head some time later, I joined a Master's Team.  The head coach of 

the H2A swim club was an assistant under Harold when we were swimmers.  He spoke very fondly of 

what he learned and I saw Harold in his coaching style.  

There is an entire generation of 40 year old's that are better citizens and people because of Harold 

Baker.  Had I had children I always said I would move back to Williamsburg so my children could 

experience swimming for Harold.  Instead I have been able to watch my dear friend's and former WAC 

team members, children swim and flourish under Harold.  I simply cannot imagine what those swimmers 
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are experiencing at this moment.  I also cannot understand the rationale behind this decision.  You three 

have failed your children if they swim for Harold.  You have taught them a horrible lesson, that if you 

disagree with someone for whatever reason, just get rid of them.  This is a bully tactic and one that we 

should not stand for.  I look forward to hearing that Harold has been reinstated as Head Coach of WAC.   

Sincerely, 

Michele Niles 
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Letter from Erin Lacey (WAC Alumni)  
 

I am deeply saddened and angered to hear the shocking news that Harold may be removed from his well-
deserved position as head coach. I began swimming year-round at WAC at age 6 and my older sister was 
also on the team. She is on her honeymoon right now or else I know she would be writing a note as well 
upon hearing this devastating news. We swam for WAC throughout our entire childhood and also under 
Harold while we were at Lafayette High School as members of the State Champs team. 
  
Harold has dedicated his entire life to developing the swimming program in Williamsburg. He continues to 
create an environment where young athletes learn commitment, hard work and diligence as we navigate 
the path into adolescents. Above that and more importantly, he cares about the members as individuals 
and their personal development. He cares about their families. He CARES. He is more than just a swim 
coach and I am honored to have had his guidance and support throughout my childhood. The foundation 
that Harold has created in Williamsburg is one that is rare and I feel sorry for any swimmer who doesn’t 
have the privilege of having Harold as a coach and a mentor. 
  
If I didn’t live on the West Coast, I would have been at the Bubble in a heartbeat today to show my 
support for Harold. I hope you could feel the outpouring of love for the many I know who did show up. 
Harold has impacted the town of Williamsburg in the most positive way and shame on you if you choose 
to strip him of this position. 
  
Erin Lacey 
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Letter from Nathalyn Field (WAC Alumni Parent)  
 

I am writing in strong support of Harold Baker.  I know in this community he has incredible support so in the 
interest of time I will be brief.  Harold coached my two boys, now 26 and 29 for WAC and Kingswood from the 
time we moved to Williamsburg when Parker was 4.  Our boys played numerous sports and experienced many 
coaches.  If you are looking for a coach that belittles, yells, or intimidates children there are many of them out 
there.  In all the years Harold always remained calm, patient, and professional when coaching. 
 
He had a significant impact on both of our boys.  This past May when Parker got married one of the top people 
on his list that had played an important part in his life was Harold.  I am sure he probably spent more time with 
Harold then my husband or I over the years!  Needless to say Harold and Lauren attended the wedding on the 
very busy Memorial Day weekend always making the "kids" a priority. 
 
I hope this decision will be reversed and this is just shocking for past WAC families and the program that has 
been built and nurtured over the years. 
 
Nathalyn Field 
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Letter from Paula Mooradian (WAC Alumni Parent)  
 

Dear WAC board 
I am writing because I fear as leaders you all may be making a grave mistake. I don't really understand all the 
details behind what is being discussed, but when I heard it involved Harold, like others I felt compelled to write. 
 
I first heard of Harold back before I even had kids, back in the early early 90s. I was working at the William and 
Mary Alumni Association at an event honoring distinguished alumni. Harold was being honored that day. After I 
heard the list of accolades read about him, I thought who is this incredible man. We met briefly, he was 
surrounded by so many WM and community leaders and friends. To say he is loved by the college and 
respected by those he spent his early years with, is an understatement. 
 
Flash forward to 2000. We were looking for a neighborhood pool to join. We don't have one in Indian Springs. I 
wanted my 2 year old to learn to swim. After much shopping around, there was no doubt Kingswood was the 
place and it was because of Harold and the reputation he had with kids.  
 
After teaching my girls to swim, he planted a seed in them: something called swim team. They saw the 
excitement and team spirit as the older kids were prepping for Monday swim meets and they were hooked. The 
culture that Harold built around the Klams was infectious and exciting! They both did swim team and LOVED it. 
In fact they enjoyed it so much that when Harold spoke to them individually about WAC, they both 
independently wanted to do it. Mind you this was at different stages of their lives. They didn't overlap in their 
time swimming WAC.  
 
Both loved WAC. It was an amazing experience for them. The best part was Harold never pressured them. 
They both had other sports that were their primary sports and he showed them that they could do swimming 
too. He gave them a love for a sport they would have never considered. And the amazing thing is that 
swimming WAC made them better overall athletes and individuals. It helped them excel in swimming and their 
respective sports. Both actually considered making swimming their primary sport.  
 
As they have gotten older and dedicated more time to their other sport, both still did summer swim. My older 
finally gave it up when it conflicted with various summer commitments. Harold was instrumental in my older 
becoming certified as a life guard. He gave her her first job as a lifeguard. My younger had to take a summer 
off for knee surgery. Don't you know that during that summer, Harold talked to her to see how she was doing. 
He encouraged her to get in the water to strengthen her knee. He was so supportive and caring. So much so 
that this summer she came to me and said, "I really missed summer swim last year, will you email Harold and 
sign me up this year."  
 
I tell you all of this, because this is our story. This is the way he has touched our lives. This is just one story and 
I know there are other families that have their stories. My email is too long and doesn't do Harold justice, but it 
is the little things that add up to the person that he is.  
 
I am writing this email from my hotel room at an AAU basketball tournament. I have spent the summer traveling 
around with my younger daughter. We have seen tons of college coaches at the best programs. We have seen 
every style of AAU coach on the planet. I can tell you with 100% certainty, you have an unbelievable coach in 
front of you. If I could find an aau basketball coach like Harold in Virginia, I would drive miles to have him as our 
coach. The rumor is the board wants an intense coach. Be careful what you wish for. I have seen intense 
coaches. They can ruin the sport for many. There are a few who survive this type of coach, but most do not. 
You want to kill a club sport quickly, hire an intense coach. You will have kids with anxiety, eating disorders, 
you name it. You will have kids that end up hating the sport. Intense coaches take the love of the sport away. 
Be thankful that WAC swimmers are well adjusted happy successful kids in and out of the pool. Besides being 
a wonderful supportive coach, he has what it takes to help kids get to the next level if that's what they desire. 
Look at previous WAC kids that have and are swimming in college. He is a well respected person and coach in 
the business. People know his name in athletics. That respect and fame does not happen over night. Show me 
a replacement who has those connections, he or she doesn't exist. 
 
Lastly, I want you each to think about what your actions will do from a human perspective. If Harold was your 
brother, cousin, friend, father would you want anyone or any group to treat them this way. If they had dedicated 
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their whole life to a sport. I honestly can't imagine spending so many years walking in circles around a pool, 
noticing every detail of each swimmer and telling them how to do things better. Above all, Harold is a decent 
human being and doesn't deserve to have the sport he has dedicated his life to, taken away from him. Who in 
their right mind would do such a thing. If you do this, I can guarantee WAC will never be the same. You will 
never see the caliber of swimming that you currently have. And you,my friends, will be the ones known for 
ruining a program and a person.  
 
Before you act, come spend time seeing what an intense coach brings to a program. There are some great 
examples in AAU basketball. As a parent I would not allow my child to play for these types. It isn't worth the 
sacrifice to the child's psyche.  
 
If Harold's coaching style isn't working for you as a parent, I would recommend going elsewhere. If leaving 
WAC doesn't take you to the level that you want to achieve, then ask yourself: is it really the coach or is it the 
child? 
 
Thank you for reading this lengthy email. I hope you will take some wisdom from the many letters you receive 
and take your children elsewhere. Leave Harold to WAC. He has poured his life into it. If it meets its demise, let 
it be his doing not yours.  
 
With sincere regards, 
 

Paula Mooradian 
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Letter from Karen & Eric Knick (WAC Alumni Parent / CGBD Alumni) 
 

I am writing this letter in support of Harold Baker. I was a competitive swimmer since the age of six until 

my first year in college. Although I did not swim for WAC, I did swim for Harold all four years while 

attending Lafayette High School. When my husband and I started a family, I knew that I wanted my son 

to be involved in swimming. When our son was four, we decided to join Kingswood. There were other 

teams much closer to our neighborhood, but we knew that we wanted our son to be coached by Harold. 

That Fall, we decided to join WAC. Although I swam for Coast Guard, I knew that WAC was clearly the 

choice simply because Harold was the coach. I wanted Harold to continue to guide and coach our son. 

Harold has our full support and I would hope that if you are considering a change in leadership, that the 

entire club has a say in the matter. 

 

Fondly, 

Karen and Eric Knick  
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Letter from Anna Dube Llyod (WAC Alumni)  
 

To Whom it May Concern: 

I swam for Harold Baker for over a decade while I was growing up.  During those years as a swimmer, I 

spent so much time at the pool, Harold became my “second father.”  For years I have called him that.  

Harold Baker is one of the most caring, understanding, smart people that I know.   

Harold cares not only about his athletes, but their families also. I’m not sure if you know my history, but 

I was hit by a car while crossing the street in 1996.  After I was taken to the hospital, Harold sat with my 

parents in the ER until 4am, when he had to leave to go coach swim practice. He was the first visitor that 

was not part of my immediate family to come visit me.  And his support did not stop there.  When I was 

discharged from the hospital, 6 weeks later, he allowed me to attend morning swim practices at 

Kingswood, during the “big kids” practice.  He gave me a lane and let me do what I could for weeks.  I 

owe my ability to build back my swimming career after a severe Traumatic Brain Injury and paresis to 

Harold Baker.  My recovery back to where I am today is largely due to Harold. 

As a doctor of physical therapy and a practicing pediatric physical therapist, the philosophy that Harold 

Baker coaches by is one of the best around, caring for the swimmer and his or her health.  According to 

the ACSM (American College of Sports Medicine), over half of injuries to the pediatric population treated 

in clinics today are due to overuse injuries. Shoulder surgeries are more prevalent at younger and 

younger ages due to microtears and large tears in rotator cuff due to overuse.  It is recommended that 

kids participate in all sport seasons with a variety of sports, to allow their bodies to rest and recover. It is 

important to allow kids to experiment with different sports prior to choosing a sport to master, 

especially in this day in age with parents who are relentless on their kids.  Harold is the only coach in the 

area that allows kids to participate in multiple sports throughout the year.  This is what makes WAC the 

best swim club in the area. Harold Baker is the heart and soul of the WAC organization.  

Needless to say, I would not be where I am if Harold Baker was not my coach growing up.  In this world 

of coaches pushing athletes to the edge for performance, I hope my kids will be able to experience the 

loving and caring environment that I was able to grow up in with Harold as my coach. 

 

Respectfully, 

Anna Lloyd, DPT 
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Letter from Christianne & Matt Allison (WAC Current Member)  
 

Harold - 
 
Let me start by saying we were completely shocked to hear of the recent activities of the Board to remove you 
from WAC.  You have our full support and complete respect for all WAC, VPSU and USA swimming events you 
are involved in. 
 
Going back to when I decided to start the Stonehouse swim team, with no previous experience in swimming, 
coaching or running a team, you were an integral part of  getting our team going.  The  team has grown from 40 
kids to over 100, with several parents who have taken the helm and brought it to new levels.  Now that I know 
so much more about swim teams in general, I still don't know how we got it up and running but am so grateful 
to all those who have given their time.   We have developed over two dozen year round swimmers, most of who 
swim for your team , WAC.  We have had at least one swimmer go to the collegiate level, and I imagine their 
will be more to follow.  
 
Personally, our two boys Colin and Ryan have developed very quickly with WAC.  Both of them have been 
coached under you and we feel confident in your abilities with younger swimmers as well as fine tuning the 
more elite swimmers.  Colin has had a difficult past two years with his health issues, and you have been 
completely supportive of his physical limitations.  Ryan has developed from a beginner to a state level swimmer 
in just 2 short years.   
 
I am continuously amazed at how you handle so many teams and events with such ease.  Between WAC, 
summer swim, high school swim and USA swimming events, you are constantly on the go and seamlessly 
make time for all of them.  Your schedule makes everyone's minds spin….. somehow it all gets done.   
 
Please know that we want Harold Baker to stay where he is with WAC swimming. You do an incredible job and 
the club would never be the same without you. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Christianne and Matt Allison 
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Letter from Mallory McClaine Trowbridge (WAC Alumni / VSPU Coach)  
 

Dear Board, 
 
I apologize for the tardiness of this email. Trying to do my sentiments justice while caring for a 1 and 3 year old 
has been a challenge, but I felt I would be amiss if I didn't express myself. 
 
After considering the many emails you have already received, I have my doubts on whether I can contribute 
anything more to the testament of Harold's character and coaching that has not already been eloquently put by 
my teammates; however, I would like to share my personal story. 
 
As a former WAC and LHS swimmer for Harold as well as a rival VPSU swimmer and coach, I can not begin to 
express my astonishment that anyone would attempt dismantle the iconic nature of the WAC program. 
 
I was not a great swimmer, but to Harold this did not matter. Under the wings of the program HE created the 
goals that I set for myself were all that mattered. Celebration came with each of my individual achievement no 
matter how small they may have been.  
 
I had the pleasure of being teammates with Olympic medalist Katie Hoff who was, even at 9, a true star. On 
most teams a swimmer like me would have fallen through the cracks and been paid no mind- not on WAC.  
 
Twice I watched an exodus of my friends leave for other teams. I vividly remember dinner conversations with 
my family where we discussed these options. I chose to stay with WAC. It was and still is my family. It was and 
still is my home.  
 
His unconditional love and support extended far beyond the realm of "the bubble". When I decided to try 
running in high school, I had Harold's full support, even when this meant leaving WAC. He continued to accept 
me as a part of the Lafayette program and I was honored to be a part of the state championship dynasty HE 
created. 
 
Harold is more than just the coach of this program. He is swimming in Williamsburg. He has cultivated leaders 
within this community that have developed into respected professionals. In his reign he has developed an army 
that, without call, is ready to defend him in anyway possible.  
 
I recognize that the ideals of this program are not suitable for everybody. Harold runs a program fueled by 
internal motivation. Should a child lack this, he will build it for them if you allow him. Should you not wish for this 
to happen, I encourage you to elect another program. I promise you Harold will still smile and wish your child 
well on deck.  
 
He is a pure heart and one of the best men your children will ever have the privilege to meet.  
 
Sincerely, 
Mallory McClaine Trowbridge 
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Letter from Matt Nilson (WAC Alumni / Former Collegiate Swimmer)  
 

Dear Board Members, 

It's been brought to my attention that the WAC board is considering removing Harold Baker.  As a 

member of WAC from ‘89-‘99, and a 4-year scholarship swimmer at the University of Kentucky ’99-‘03, I 

am certain his removal would be a mistake.   

Without Harold, I know that I would not have risen to the level of swimming I did.  Harold knew how to 

focus my mind and keep me level-headed.  He was patient with me when I was not the fastest swimmer 

in the program as an age-grouper.  He treated me the same way he did swimmers who had top-ranked 

times in the country.  I was a AA-AAA swimmer from ages 10-16.  In my junior year of high school, I 

received my first Jr National cut and placed fifth in the 200 fly at my inaugural junior nationals in 

Auburn, AL.  From there, I was recruited by all of the colleges where I was interested in becoming a 

student-athlete: UVA, Princeton, Va Tech, Kentucky and Navy.  I ultimately decided on Kentucky and was 

awarded a 70% scholarship.  This scholarship was increased to 85% my junior and senior years.  We 

finished 17th, 16th, and 15th respectively, in the nation my sophomore, junior and senior seasons.   

Harold’s equitable way of coaching and leadership is how a club program should be run.  As a parent of a 

toddler now, this is all I can hope for in a coach of my child.  Harold's way of coaching prepared me 

mentally and physically for the most competitive conference in college swimming, the SEC.  Harold was 

active in my recruiting process and helped to bolster the relationships with the schools.  Contemporaries 

from my WAC days swam all 4 years at William and Mary, Notre Dame, Yale, JMU and Davidson, among 

plenty others.   Most important is that what Harold instills transcends swimming.  Harold's supportive 

approach, without yelling or browbeating, works.  He's helped prepare me for life.  He was cool when it 

counted and his confidence became mine/ours. 

Harold deserves our respect.  He is the founder of WAC and has built the program from the ground 

up.  If there are things that need to be changed, WAC should work with Harold to change them. The 

secret meetings and rumors of dismissal are no way to treat someone who has done so much for the 

sport of swimming in Williamsburg.  I live in Richmond now and with all of the elite programs within 

minutes from my house, I would choose Harold Baker and WAC any day of the week for my daughter’s 

USS team if it were here.  It would not even be a decision. 

I hope you’ll consider these words and the words of so many others who have been positively impacted 

by the work of Harold.  During my years with Harold, he would not spend time on the negative—he was 

always focusing on moving forward with what we had to learn to make us better.  I urge you to leverage 

your greatest asset, Harold Baker. 

Please do not hesitate to reach out to me if you have any questions. 

Matt  
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Letter from Kasey Pittman (WAC Alumni / Former WAC Coach)  
 

To Whom It May Concern, 
 
We are a WAC family though we don't have any members currently swimming on the team.  My husband swam 
for WAC for over a decade.  I trained with WAC in the summers, as I lived here June - August and lived and 
swam on Long Island during the school year.  My husband and I met swimming for Harold.  We now have 3 
children - ages 4, 3, and a newborn who we have long hoped will swim for WAC, specifically under Harold 
Baker.   
 
While I was at William & Mary, I had the pleasure of coaching alongside Harold for three years. I have never 
worked for a kinder person or better role model.  I've never met a teacher who cares more about his students 
than Harold does.  In my time with him, I never saw Harold reach the bottom of his love, understanding, or 
patience for his swimmers.   
 
Harold coaches with nothing but the best interests of each swimmer in his mind and heart.  I found him to be a 
technically competent coach.  He encourages kids through positive reinforcement and allows them to develop 
at their own pace. There is an element of fun in every practice, no matter how small.  He realizes you can't 
want it more for someone than they want it for themselves; but he is there to support every child's level of 
interest 100%.  Harold demands kindness among swimmers and leads by example.  He creates an 
extraordinary sense of a team, a family, in what is mostly an individual sport.  Children are not made to feel 
inadequate if they don't catch on right away or they're not AAA swimmers in their first year. And Harold realizes 
the importance of an education and insists children place that first. In the end, that's how our children are going 
to support themselves in life.  
 
As for Harolds place in our lives - he is family and he always will be.  He's been to our weddings. He is and will 
forever remain on our Christmas Card list and whenever I'm at the REC center and WAC is practicing, I will 
always stop by to see him.  I can't say that about any other coach or teacher I've ever had.  
 
The man I swam for on Long Island had a much different approach than Harold.  I knew, deep down, he loved 
us but he screamed, pushed relentlessly, and packed on the yardage.  Yes, he did produce an Olympian (who 
swam in a relay or two but not an individual event) but we feared our coach.  We had a significant attrition rate 
at the "senior level."  Most importantly, we had significant injuries.  I have had four shoulder reconstructions 
(which is why I coached in college, instead of swimming), all before the age of 21, two before I left high 
school.   
 
If parents are looking for a different type of program for their children, I suggest they find a different team.  If 
Harold leaves WAC for any reason other than his desire to retire, we pray he starts a new team and then we 
will be the first family to sign our children up to swim for him; if we have to drive to a different pool every day to 
practice, we will.  Because I can't think of anyone I want my children to model more.   
 
In this world of children being made to grow up quickly and having extraordinary demands placed on them at 
young ages, I hope my children get to experience the nurturing environment Harold creates and swim for no 
reason other than they want to and they have fun doing it. 
 
Best, 
Kasey Pittman 
WAC Coach 2002 - 2005 
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Letter from Mark Knotts (WAC Alumni / Former WAC Board Member)  
 

WAC Board Members: 
  

I am a WAC parent alumni and served on the board and led the bubble maintenance for several years.  I 
am compelled to write to the WAC board about the direction that you are taking this club by removing 
Harold as the head coach.  I am comfortable saying that you have no clue as to what Harold does behind 
the scenes to keep this club running.  I was able to get a look behind that curtain through the years 
working with him.  Your actions will bring this club and what is stands for to an end.   
 
From what I am hearing, the current board is trying to move the club into one that is focusing only on elite 
swimmers wanting a head coach that only looks to make the children swim faster.  This is not what WAC 
is about.   
 

Has the board lost sight of WAC’s mission statement? 
 

The mission of the Williamsburg Aquatic Club is to help our swimmers develop a lifelong interest 
in the sport of swimming, achieve personal goals and compete at the highest levels their 
capabilities allow. Our purpose is to develop our swimmers so they not only have the physical 
fitness and skills required for local, state and national competition, but they also develop 
confidence, character, and team spirit. The program develops well-rounded individuals through 
goal-setting, hard work, and a focus self-improvement and good sportsmanship. 
 
Harold has been the heart and soul of WAC.  Teaching and building our children into productive adults.  I 
honestly feel that Harold’s coaching has helped my daughter Megan grow from a small child to achieving 
her goal of becoming a physical therapist.  Harold’s coaching style does not just focus on the elite 
swimmers to become faster, he teaches all level of swimmers to reach for goals and achieve them. This is 
a life lesson that these swimmers will carry with them for the rest of their lives.  

Bottom line, coaching is not just working with the elite swimmers, it is to work equally with swimmers of all 
levels. 

Being on the board for those years I can clearly say that what you are doing is not in the best interest of 
WAC. The board is there to operate as a voice of the membership keeping the club financially solvent!      

Mark Knotts 
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Letter from Marty Jones (WAC Alumni Parent)  
 

To the 3 current Board Member of the Williamsburg Aquatic Club 

I don’t understand how so few people perceived a problem with Coach Baker and chose not to act 

professionally and assist him; knowing the man had invested 37 years in the organization. This isn’t Wall 

Street or politics. We support each other and are stronger for it. I feel as if we have all been personally 

wounded by this debacle. 

I would like to bring to your attention Coach Baker’s EXPERTISE, EXPERIENCE and EMPATHY. This is 

a brilliant strategist and someone who pays particular attention to the details of a body as it moves 

through the water. And, when that body should move in the water against which opponent!! 

Last week, at a summer meet, my 12 yo grandson swam against the Kingwood team where he first 

learned to swim. He’s a very good swimmer, like his Mom and Dad, but even I could see he was no 

longer training with the same stroke technique he had learned from Harold, and was working so much 

harder than his competition in the other lane. The next day his 10 yr old brother was here and we got 

out the old VHS tapes of his mom, dad and uncles competing. We are talking 20+ years ago. We were 

both awed by the KW/WAC trained swimmers as their strokes moved them through the water almost 

effortlessly (except for the butterfly, but it was still as beautiful as a butterfly stroke could be). I wish i 

knew how to upload some of those IM’s.  

I know in my heart this is all going to end well, once the board resigns and Coach Baker is reinstated. The 

silver lining will be printed pages of the outpouring of admiration and respect for a man who is still 

ALIVE and still the best swim coach EVER.  

#IstandwithHB 

 

Marty/Mimi Jones 
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Letter from Ed Bartlett (WAC Alumni / Former USA Swim Club President)  
 

As many of you have written that you are late and/or not fully informed as to all of things that have 

transpired, I too am not aware of all the details, but wanted to pass along my support for Harold and his 

coaching staff.  

 

I was fortunate to be a Kingswood Klam way back in the 70s, and was certainly not one of his decorated 

swimmers, I think I went to one WAC practice in the basement of Blow Gym! Williamsburg would not 

have been the same without Harold. His love for swimming, and the lessons he taught to me and many 

of my friends were invaluable and I know has made me a better person and coach in other sports. 

Fast forward many years, and I have 4 boys swimming year round and enjoying the sport immensely. 

They love to hear my stories of Kingswood and specifically our wonderful coach and team environment.  

 

As a sitting Past President on a USA swimming club in Roanoke, I understand the challenges of 

coach/swimmer/parent relationships. It pains me to believe that any board could think they could do 

better than Harold Baker as their head coach! 

It is very clear from all of the support, that the board has missed the mark on this one and hopefully 

there can be a new board to fix this mess! 

Southwest Va will be thinking about you! 

Harold- Hope to see you on the deck! 

 

Ed 
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Letter from Allison & Cory Butler (WAC Alumni Parents)  
 

July 27, 2015 

Williamsburg Aquatic Club 

Board of Directors 

Dear Board Members, 

Although we do not know what is currently going on, we felt compelled to let you know that Harold 

Baker is the backbone of Williamsburg Aquatic Club. While no single person is totally responsible for the 

club’s success, he has certainly played an important role. However, for those of you not familiar with his 

“coaching style”, Harold always gets the most out of his swimmers and teaches them life lessons along 

the way. He welcomes all, whether you possess college potential, just want a challenge, or are doing it 

for “fun” and recreation. While we cannot speak for all, and do not know the current status of things, 

we can tell you that if it had not been for Harold Baker and his ability to motivate and develop our son 

as a swimmer and ultimately a young man, he certainly would not have participated in swimming in 

college and he likely would not be an F-16 pilot in the US Air Force. Harold had a unique ability to let 

each individual get the most out of their efforts. For example, if our son decided not to attend practice, 

then Harold would let him know that he wouldn’t get the results he hoped for in the next meet. His 

success or failure to attain his goals rested solely with him, not the coach or the parent. He alone was 

responsible for his success. These are intangible life lessons that Harold has instilled in his swimmers for 

decades. We are fortunate to have Harold Baker as a part of Williamsburg Aquatic Club.  

 

Respectfully, 

 

Allison & Cory Butler 
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Letter from Former Swimmer (WAC Alumni)  
 

Comments posted by childhood friends and others who have lived the WAC experience have 
inspired me to support a man who has had a huge impact on my life. If in fact Harold's position 
with WAC is in question by the members of the board of directors, I humbly ask that you make 
your grievances know in a public forum, to allow the many people whose lives have been 
positively impacted by this man, to realize the circumstances surrounding your convictions. 
Harold has helped build a positive and productive community for 37 years, while the rest of us 
can only dream of accomplishing the same. 
 
I was not a standout swimmer and my priorities were not in the pool as a teenager, but I can 
say, with much conviction that Harold Baker and the WAC community played a huge role in who 
I am today. As others have already stated, WAC is not in the business of turning everyone into 
Olympic Athletes (although inspiring when it happens), but rather producing successful 
contributing members of society, with a lifelong love for swimming. I am a proud living product of 
this original vision and current mission statement. I reiterate the thoughts of all my fellow alumni 
and hope you understand what a privilege it is to work with such a man as Harold Baker and 
serve the outstanding organization he has built. 
 
My hope is that this is just a hoax to induce to masses, so we can present Harold with a well 
deserved award. 
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Letter from Rebecca Knicely Cagle (WAC Alumni / Former Collegiate Swimmer)  
 

July 27, 2015  

To Whom it May Concern: It has come to my attention that Harold Baker's role as head coach of 

Williamsburg Aquatic Club may be in jeopardy. I am writing to share my experiences as a WAC swimmer 

who swam under Harold's leadership for nearly a decade. Harold did not prompt me to write to you nor 

has he been in touch with me about recent events. Thank you in advance for considering my 

perspective.  

I joined WAC in 1995, at age twelve. I started off in a level with swimmers much younger (and better) 

than me but after about three years of practice and technique instruction from Harold and assistant 

coaches, I qualified for Junior Nationals (the predecessor to sectionals), other sports receded into the 

background and I aimed to swim in college.  

Harold nurtured my dream to swim at the collegiate level by teaching me how to set goals, facilitating a 

practice regime that would help me achieve them, showing me those goals were possible by finding role 

models for me and supporting me through the college recruitment process. I am forever grateful to have 

been able to swim at WAC under his leadership. His coaching was effective when I was a beginner age-

group swimmer and was equally strong when I was competing at higher levels. With his navigational 

support, I went on a few recruiting visits ended up choosing Yale, a division one school with a storied 

swimming program. I am grateful to Harold for his skill at knowing when to push me and when to back-

off. Unlike some of my teammates at Yale, I peaked at the ideal timeboth physically and mentally. I 

lettered all four years, won two conference titles and set two school records (100 yd fly in 2004, and 400 

yd medley relay in 2005). Many of my college teammates never bested the times they went in high 

school and some were so burntout they quit after their first year. I arrived at Yale uninjured and fresh. 

Practices and the competition felt like the next level in a good way and as a result, my career as a 

swimmer felt like a wellpaced progression. I credit Harold's coaching at WAC that I was set up for 

success in collegiate swimming.  

I also want to note that Harold went wellbeyond the call of duty to support me (and many others) in 

pursuit of my goals while I was on the team. My parents were occupied with four kids (who all swam 

WAC among other involvements) and while they logged thousands of hours at my meets, Harold would 

sometimes drive me to meets or back from practice when I needed a ride. I saw him do the same for 

many other swimmers regardless of their competitiveness. In high school, I was interested in swim 

coaching as a career and I interned with WAC for a semester. I coached several different levels 

throughout that semester. By shadowing Harold, I learned how to write workouts that make sense over 

the arch of a season, how to reengage the swimmers that didn't want to be at practice, how manage 

rivalries within the team, and how to support and further push the swimmers who are motivated and 

doing everything right. His dedication to all of his swimmers' development as athletes and into young 

adults is unparalleled and uninfluenced by their athletic potential or performance.  

As a long time WAC swimmer, I urge you to retain Harold Baker as head coach. If the demands of the 

coaching role have significantly evolved, I ask you consider restructuring the workstreams so Harold can 

continue the coaching and visionsetting he does so well. His vision to start WAC and his commitment 

and drive to build it over the decades has indelibly marked the life trajectories of so many people - a 
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substantial portion of the Williamsburg community. No doubt there are many more swimmers he can 

and will impact through WAC and I hope the board will do everything in its power to retain him as head 

coach. The alternative would be a devastating loss for the sport and community.  

Thank you for your consideration,  

Rebecca Knicely Cagle  

WAC swimmer 1995-2004 
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Letter from Bob Nilson (WAC Alumni Parent / Parent of Former Collegiate Swimmer)  
 

My wife and I as well as our three grown up children are overwhelmed with sadness at the news of the firing of 
Harold Baker from WAC. Harold is an American original who loves children and has a unique gift for receiving 
them wherever they are and tapping their potential in such a way that they tend to maximize their talent. They 
learn much more than a set of swimming techniques and skills. He teaches kids about life and fair play and 
how to get along in this crazy, competitive world. Each child is special in their own way regardless of who your 
parents are, where you live, or even if you appear not to be a gifted swimmer. Over the years, Harold always 
has gone the extra mile coaching all of the children in a thoroughly compassionate and caring manner and 
putting in countless hours behind the scenes.  He is the quintessential role model and we are all shocked to 
even consider the possibility that the founder and patriarch of WAC has coached his last WAC swim meet. We 
love you Harold. Hang in there.    

 

Bob Nilson Retired School Counselor 
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Letter from Bill Owen (WAC Alumni Parent / Former WAC Board Member)  
 

I’d be willing to bet you had a limited idea about the current firestorm enveloping WAC from 
the community discussions, newspaper stories, tv coverage, tweets, facebook posts, and other 
coverage disdaining your decision to fire Harold.  Gail and I have know Harold and Lauren since 
the 80’s , and there is not a better face for swimmers and coaches coming out of Williamsburg 
than Harold.  To get a glimpse of his impact on swimmers and coaches alike, one only needs to 
read the testimonies about him from Olympians, college swimming Hall of Famers, current 
college coaches, former all conference college swimmers, current college swimmers, swimmers 
who are now professionals in medicine and law, and 3 generations of families of swimmers 
throughout the James City area.  Harold has been comfortable enough conversing with William 
and Mary staff and James City Co rec people in addition to the local high school and 
neighborhood swim folks to prosper swimming here for the 37 years he has coached with 
WAC.  I have watched Harold at 5:45 am practices, at long weekend meets with late evening 
mile swims, or working individually with a swimmer on a stroke and coming off the blocks or 
walls.  He not only coaches for the improvement of the swimmer  but for the betterment of the 
person.  He has stressed loyalty and team spirit and support. 
  
As a former WAC board member serving the club for 3 years and the father of 4 swimmers with 
Ian and Joel having swam for Harold as Klams and Rams and WAC over a 10 year period, I am 
asking you to reconsider your position and retain Harold as WAC’s coach.  I believe your 
decision in this area will benefit not just the current crop of swimmers and their families but 
also those coming behind them as the above have already spoken up about. 
   
Bill Owen 
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Letter from John Schisa (WAC Current Member)  
 

Your actions today and over the weekend look like an unwarranted overreaction.  You appear more 

worried about the board’s liability and a coach’s social media savviness than the instruction received by 

the kids (swimming and otherwise).  US Swimming’s one-size-fits-all approach is not always conducive to 

teams like WAC.  We are a small-town team with a limited population base and even more limited pool 

lanes.  Sometimes you have to scale your expectations and solutions. 

The 3 issues you listed seem fairly innocuous.  They are certainly not something requiring the dismissal 

of a head coach.  We could have had a team meeting to address the 3 issues to come up with a solution 

that satisfies all.  And if the solution did not satisfy all, then swimmers and families are free to change 

teams.  I should know, as my daughter was one of those who moved from WAC in the mid-90s.  But she 

never had an issue with Harold, and swam for him at Lafayette.  I think that whole group did and Harold 

treated them all great – he does love the kids.  And they won 4 straight state high school 

championships! 

Can I get a copy of the latest WAC constitution and by-laws?  My version is from 2013.  Are there 

provisions in there for the actions you have taken?  Are there provisions for recalling the board as well? 

Barring the revelation of criminal conduct by Harold, I cannot support your actions.  Your handling of 

this whole episode is very disturbing and not in line with my expectations of this board.  You may think 

you have a year for a new vision.  The reality is that you have less than a month.   

John Schisa  
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Letter from Samantha Moody Emswiler (WAC Alumni)  
 

To whom it may concern: 
 
I am writing this letter to the board of WAC as a WAC alumni. I want to give you reasons to 
reconsider your hasty decision to fire head coach and founder Harold Baker. 
 
Even though I am a grown woman, Harold Baker is my swimming coach. I was on the Kingwood 
Klams since 1975 and joined WAC when Harold founded it. When I was 5, I swam looking at the 
sky when I breathed in, rolling my hips until I was almost on to my back and then re-commence 
my laps. Harold Baker got in the water with me again and again to teach me how to precisely 
lift my tiny head and more importantly how to want to do such a delicate movement. While I 
could continue to talk about what a wonderful swimming coach he is, because he is, or I could 
begin to talk of how he made me a better person and teacher, because he did, first, I want to 
tell you how he helped create a community. 
 
A community is based on interpersonal relationships. A good community is based on great 
interpersonal relationships. It allows people to grow, friendships to flourish and lifelong ties to 
emerge. Harold Baker was one of the first adults to show me that everyone could contribute 
something meaningful to the whole community, even if my only contribution was a leg on a 
relay race. He made each of us feel like that contribution mattered. Harold Baker held us to 
very high standards of behavior and treated each of us as equally worthy of time and attention. 
He took time with each of us individually and talked to our parents directly. He never excluded 
anyone and encouraged us to reach out to others. He taught us how to be accountable for each 
other by always having the older kids look after the younger kids and the longstanding 
members help the newer members. If he couldn’t find a swimmer, he’d send an older kid to go 
track her down. If he needed someone to help, he’d appoint one of us to time laps or set up 
lanes. Each of us had a small investment in everyone else. Everyone mattered. And we could 
each in our tiny way contribute to our whole team. 
 
Pools are dangerous. Competition swimming is brutal. Every swimmer is alone in his head and 
with his best times as his own nemesis. If one of our swimmers was on the block, we were on 
our feet cheering her on. We stood together as a team never failing to recognize that every lap 
took effort. On WAC, once you came out of the pool and were back on deck, you were back in 
the fold of people who cared how you did and how you felt. All I ever heard growing up on 
Harold’s teams were a litany of well wishes: “Great job” “Good try” or “You’ll do better next 
time, don’t worry”. Harold built our moral characters by demonstrating patience, kindness, 
faith in us, caring and fairness over and over again. We just followed how our coach acted and 
encouraged us to act. He built our friendships and our moral character by allowing us a socially 
safe, dangerous place to build our confidence and our abilities. 
 
Before there was WAC, there was only the neighborhood teams and summer seasons. The 
competition between the neighborhoods was fun, yet inherently divisive. As a child, I 
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remember being confused about whether I should like it when my friends in Windsor Forest did 
well against our Klams. Instead of seeing competitors on other teams, Harold saw an 
opportunity to create one Williamsburg team where all the swimmers could get together and 
compete on an even higher scale. By creating WAC, he created a place for us to all root for each 
other. We were all his swimmers. We were all Williamsburg. 
 
Harold taught me how to be a better teacher and a better person. I teach college now and here 
are some of Harold’s rules I apply: People are where they are on their abilities so, you, as a 
teacher, must work with what you got. “Jump in the pool” to work one on one. Talk to students 
about their goals and dreams individually. Care. Care a lot. Encourage team building and 
discourage any disruptiveness. Give people a chance to prove themselves and value lifelong 
bonds over personal success. Let older students teach younger students. Value every unique 
contribution. Let people grow and the community will thrive. 
 
Not everyone was lucky enough to have Harold as a coach and some didn’t learn these lessons 
about community values, the importance of friendship and the importance of standing up and 
standing together. It is not too late. I am WAC alumni and still believe that failures should be 
met with “you’ll do better next time”. Please re-instate Harold as coach at Williamsburg Aquatic 
Club. 
 
Samantha Moody Emswiler 
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Letter from Scott and Lorraine Barlett (WAC Alumni Parents)  
 

Our daughter Olivia Bartlett was coached by Harold Baker at WAC during grade school, middle school and high 
school. Here's our assessment of Harold as a coach and leader of WAC. 

1. Harold was a primary motivator for Olivia's love of swimming and her desire to continue this very 
difficult sport all the wat through high school. 

2. Harold teaches the kids how to swim the right way. He also teaches the right values that help build 
character. He runs a clean program. 

3. Harold hires and mentors an excellent group of coaches, who adopted his coaching style, which 
further motivated the swimmers and helped them develop in a variety of ways. 

4. Harold is an excellent communicator. The kids understand what they are doing right and wrong, and 
the parents understand too, because Harold cares so much that he takes the time to explain things 
and is very good at it. Harold's door is open. 

5. Harold sets a high bar for success and has led WAC and its swimmers continuously to reach that bar. 
6. Harold has continuously faced and overcome challenges with WAC, and the program continues to run 

well year after year. If not for Harold, WAC might not exist. 

We can't imagine why anyone would want anybody but Harold Baker to run WAC. 

 

Sincerely, Scott and Lorraine Bartlett 
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Letter from Nathan Jones (WAC Alumni)  
 

To the WAC Board Members – 

I have known Harold Baker all my life. He is part of my story, as I am a part of his. I was the first recipient 
of the prestigious Oink Jones award at Kingswood Pool when I was a 6 in 1985, and continued to swim 
with Harold and the Klams as long as I was eligible, even if I had to duct tape my burnt arm (true story). 
I, like my brother and sister before me, swam WAC for several years, but I didn’t have the personal 
motivation or discipline to push myself to the next level. Although if I would have been willing, I can 
guarantee that Harold would have been more than willing to put in the time with me to get me there, as 
he did with my sister. 

A great coach teaches you more than just how to swim; he teaches you how to win with humility, how 
to lose gracefully, how to be thankful for the talents you have, how to dig deep, how to give it all, how 
to care about what you are doing, and how to share success with your team. For the 99% of us who are 
not going to be superstars, these lessons are worth more than a thousand JO cuts, because they stick 
with us and are passed to our children. These are gifts that Harold gives without thought of 
reciprocity.  To simply discard this resource in hopes of landing someone who can churn out more 
champions is to do a disservice to the hundreds of kids who would have benefited from his guidance, 
not to mention HUMANITY IN GENERAL. Harold Baker is WAC, and the above is what he/it offers and 
what his swimmers look back on with admiration and appreciation. 

If that is not good enough, then 1) you need to check your priorities in life 2) There are other teams, go 
find one. 

Nate Jones 

Kingswood Klam  83-98 
WAC 90-94? 
Proud Member of Baker’s Dozen 
Porch Slug in Training 
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Letter from Drew Pittman (WAC Alumni / Former Collegiate Swimmer)  
 

To Whom It May Concern, 
 
   I first met Harold when I was 7 years old when my parents brought me to the Kingswood Pool for swim 
lessons.  Coming from Massachusetts, I had little aquatic experience and could barely keep my head above the 
water.  Harold was a patient, caring teacher who quickly raised my comfort and confidence levels.  He also 
encouraged my parents to enroll me in WAC based on my initial aptitude.  I rose through nearly every level at 
WAC, joining Level 1 in 7th grade.  I won two state championships with Harold while I was at Lafayette. I was a 
captain my senior year and went on to swim on scholarship for four years at the University of Notre Dame, a 
top 20 program. 
 
  I would have never achieved the success I had in swimming with any coach other than Harold.  I needed a 
coach that encouraged me to push myself, that emphasized the importance of an internal drive to succeed, but 
most importantly, I needed a coach who understood that swimming at the highest levels is not nearly as 
important as preparing for a life without swimming.  I swam on a top 20 program at a school that is 
academically ranked even higher.  I got to that school because Harold understood the importance of academics 
and being well-rounded.  He never questioned me if I skipped a practice to study for a test or was late because 
I was working on a group project.  He trusted that I (and my parents) knew the appropriate level of importance 
for swimming in my life and he supported me 100% of the time I needed him. 
 
   Coaches like Harold are not common in the swimming world.  They used to be, but have been slowly 
replaced by a long line of yellers, screamers, and individuals who force their priorities on their swimmers to the 
cheers of helicopter parents, convinced that their child is destined to eclipse Michael Phelps.  My wife had one 
of those coaches in high school and every day I see her deal with the shoulder injuries she developed pushing 
through every set to avoid his verbal admonishment.  I had teammates in college who came from every corner 
of the country with stories of embarrassment and burnout at the hands of similar coaches.  I saw swimmers 
leave WAC to go to Coast Guard, SEVA, and Typhoons, convinced this switch was the final step toward drastic 
improvement.  There's a very short list of swimmers from this area who achieved appreciably more than I did in 
swimming, but I know a number who failed to achieve as much outside of swimming.  Harold is a major factor 
for both of those. 
 
  I've always appreciated that WAC was a program where one swimmer's first BB time was celebrated equally 
with another's first national cut with a coach who deeply cared for his swimmers success both in and out of the 
pool.  This is what sets Harold apart from other coaches I've observed and it's why I want my three kids to swim 
for him some day.  For any members who have convinced themselves they cannot get adequate coaching at 
WAC, the answer is for them to move on and seek it elsewhere, because I am confident that coaching is not 
the issue. 
 
Best, 
Drew Pittman 
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Letter from Martha Gates Callaghan (WAC Alumni / Former Collegiate Swimmer)  
 

Dear WAC board members, 
 
I am writing you this letter at 4 o'clock in the morning the night after my infant son started his first day at 
daycare and I returned to work for the first time. As parents, you can understand that this has been an 
exhausting and difficult day, and with my first opportunity to sleep in 24 hours, I am instead writing to you. I 
hope that helps drive home how strongly I feel about Harold and how special he has been to my life and to the 
lives of so many others! 
 
I began swimming for Harold and WAC at about age 7 in the mid-late 1980s. I loved swimming and Harold took 
what natural talent I had and turned it into something more. I was lucky to have parents who supported me 
wholeheartedly and didn't push me harder than I needed to be pushed. I was a driven kid to begin with and 
without Harold and his style of coaching I'm certain I would've been burnt out by age 15, as I saw happening to 
SO many of my friends and biggest competitors from other clubs. I don't think I realized until my late teen years 
what a special thing I had at WAC and with Harold. When I arrived to swim as a recruited athlete at Yale 
University, I realized that even more. 
 
In a way, I think I always knew that WAC was different (and in a good way), even if it didn't become clear why 
until I was older. I began to be successful at the state level at about age 9, and I still remember a meet in 
March of that year when an assistant coach was leaving WAC to go to FTE. As I remember it, it was in part 
because this coach felt we should be doing more yardage, pushing our swimmers harder, emulating the more 
"hard-core" model that was having so much success at other teams around the state (CGBD and NOVA at the 
time were the main clubs held up as the competitive standards). As one of the best swimmers on the team at 
that point, this coach took me aside and encouraged me to come with him. It felt like a very big deal to a 9 year 
old. My parents encouraged me to do what felt right, and even at age 9, I knew in my gut that I wanted to stay 
with Harold. I am sure Harold knew about this conversation, but he never tried to sway me one way or another. 
What I knew in my heart even at that young age was that Harold cared about me and would always do what 
was best for me.  
 
I went on to be (I think) Harold's first swimmer to make a Junior National cut (or the first of my "generation"). I 
have such fond memories of traveling to several nationals with Harold and my mom, and bonding with other 
swimmers who were the sole representatives of their clubs. Harold's pride in my success was palpable even to 
a 14 year old, and he went above and beyond to help me achieve it. He knew just how hard to push me, and 
again, at the end of the day, I knew beneath it all that Harold cared about me. Aside from my parents, Harold 
had the biggest influence on my childhood and young adulthood, and that influence was deep and positive 
through and through. Harold helped me learn humility, sportsmanship, the value of hard work, and how to win 
(and lose) gracefully. He drove me to meets all over the state when I was the only WAC swimmer attending 
and my parents couldn't make it happen because of the demands of jobs and two other children. He organized 
an official time trial at an old pool on Campus drive on W&M's campus to allow me one more chance to make 
my junior cut at age 13 when I'd missed it by .03 at JOs. I didn't make the cut again by a very slim margin, but 
looking back -- what a deep positive effect Harold's confidence and pride in me had on my psyche. To know 
that your mentor and coach believes in you and your strength, and supports you so completely despite the 
outcome -- for a teenager, that has an immediate effect, but the long-lasting benefit of that kind of support is 
even more precious. My success in college and beyond, and most importantly, my happiness and success in 
my career owe so much to Harold and to swimming.  
 
I live far from Williamsburg now, and don't swim often these days, but whenever I do think or talk about 
swimming, my memories and explanations to non-swimmers and swimmers alike are always centered around 
Harold and WAC, WAC and Harold. The two are the same thing in my mind. I swam for Harold at Kingswood 
and was the co-captain two years at Lafayette, but it's WAC and my experiences and friends at WAC that I 
think of most often when I think of swimming. The more distance I get from that period in my life, and the more 
people I meet and experiences I have, the more I realize what a rare and special experience I had then. I work 
now for Yale, and I see from the other side how competitive the college admissions game has become, and 
hear about kids being pushed so hard so young to do so many things, all in the name of getting into the best 
school. My heart aches for so many of those kids, and I am grateful over and over that I had the parents I did 
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and the coach I did. I am a happy, balanced, and successful adult in part from the many lessons I learned from 
swimming, and would not have been able to do it without Harold. Period.  
 
Please don't fall into the trap of thinking that WAC needs to be something it's not. That it needs to be more 
"hard-core." That Harold's subtlety and uniqueness as a coach is a bad thing, or holding people back. It isn't. 
It's doing the very opposite of holding people back, and I and so many of my friends and peers are proof of 
that. If you were to take this special coach away from his team, you would be doing a disservice to so many 
kids, now and future. It is simply short-sighted, cowardly, and wrong. Please don't let the drive for "excellence" 
in a narrowly defined manner let you lose sight of the incredible coach and person you have in Harold, and the 
broader excellence he fosters in his swimmers that lasts them their entire lives.  
 
Sincerely, 
 

Martha (Gates) Callaghan 

WAC swimmer through 1997 
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Letter from Casey Emmett (WAC Alumni)  
 

Dear Ms. Cristol, Mr. Lynch, and Mr. Long,  

Harold Baker is a fine coach with an exceptionally long and distinguished record in the community and the 

Commonwealth. In addition, he's a man due if not reverence for Buddha-like wisdom in a range of matters, 

then respect for the children and world-class athletes he has and will continue to raise, train, and nudge to live 

as good citizens within and beyond the borders of Williamsburg/James City County. 

Let us consider for the moment that the successful student-athlete is not a thoroughbred racehorse. There is a 

longevity to it: once all the records have been set and championships won, he or she will hopefully go to 

college and then thrive beyond. The professional prospects for any sport are slim indeed, but slimmer for 

swimming than most.  

Yet we should nurture rather than suppress the drive to win because, of course, to start, good luck convincing a 

teenager that the long game is the important one. Second, the lessons learned in the years our brains form 

actually make a huge impact on the rest of our lives. The most recent science shows that a teenager's 

memories last longer than an adults, and they are "exceedingly vulnerable to learning the wrong things." 

I am a driven guy and always have been. I swam for WAC from the time I was very small. I attended Lafayette 

High School, where I was co-captain of the swim team from 2001-2003. I have a State Championship ring, and 

still have chlorine in my hair from the thousands of hours I spent at the Rec Center, the bubble at Eastern 

State, and Kingswood Pool. I was also the lead drummer of the CW Fife & Drum Corps for two years, and gave 

one of the speeches at my graduation. I was a D1 Varsity rower at Colgate University, helped elect a president, 

and am now helping to build one of the fastest-growing food companies in the country, all while frustrated by 

the fact that both Mark Zuckerberg and Lebron James are exactly my age.  

But the latter half nearly didn't happen: upon graduation from Lafayette in 2003 I went on a big adventure 

abroad, severely burned 30% of my body in an accident, and had to spend 2004 as an out-patient at MCV. I 

had to learn to walk again. This circumstance can induce in a young man what Abraham Lincoln called "the 

melancholy."  

But Harold Baker looped me back into life that year: he hired me to work in his shop, as an assistant coach at 

Lafayette, and a sub coach for WAC. He expected me to show up on time and do a good job. I got to see from 

a fresh angle what it is he does day-to-day: he is a gardener, and he grows human beings. By the truckload. Of 

all ages, shapes, sizes, and talents.  

It is a fact that his kids win races, medals, and championships. Superior to that is his kids learn humility, 

kindness, and respect, as well as the importance of success as a team in a highly individualized sport. Because 

of this, his kids succeed when they're 10 years old, 15 years old, 18 years old, 30 years old, and beyond. They 

return to the community, and bring their children back to Harold.  

I swam in a lane with future Olympians, champion Ivy League college swimmers, and those who showed up to 

practice only for the girls. They were all shaped for the better by Harold.  

So I ask you to please consider the durability of the student-athlete. They have many lessons to learn, time is 

short, and they are way too busy. Let them become champions under Harold.  

Thank you for your consideration,  

Casey S. Emmett 

  

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/04/05/books/review/the-teenage-brain-and-more.html?_r=0
http://www.healthwarrior.com/
http://www.wsj.com/articles/life-lessons-from-a-youth-baseball-coach-1430496193
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Letter from Ashley Foerester (WAC Alumni)  
 

Dear Ms. Cristol, Mr. Lynch, and Mr. Long: 
 
I am a former swimmer of Harold's at Kingswood, LHS, and WAC (94-02) and coached for WAC for a time after 
I graduated from college in 2007. When I heard the news that the board is considering his removal from his 
position of head coach, it knocked the wind out of me. I respect that there are personal issues involved and that 
I am not privy to all of the information. Since the board is being vague as to their qualms with Harold, I can only 
speak to what I know. And what I do know from my personal experience is that he is a fantastic coach. He 
makes the program and the swimmers he works with not only better athletes, but better people as well. No 
matter the cause of the committees concerns, my experiences with Harold have done nothing but impact my 
life in positive ways. As many people have vocalized, Harold IS WAC and the face of swimming in the entire 
region. But more importantly, WAC has been built on his commitment to the betterment and improvement of the 
youth in Williamsburg. 
 
His treatment and expectations of his swimmers is completely unique. At my peak, I was one of the top female 
swimmers in the state. Harold kept me grounded and motivated me to continue to be better. When I began to 
slip as my attention was drawn away from swimming, Harold never nagged me. He never tried to strong arm or 
guilt me into living up to my potential. Even though I occasionally questioned why he did not beat me up more, I 
understand now that my feelings stemmed from the fact that I was young and did not want to take responsibility 
for my slipping performance. It was completely on me. Harold understood that it was MY potential. It was not 
his. The choice was mine, and mine alone. Even though I was terrible my senior year, Harold always, always 
continued to treat me with respect. Every time I came by to say hello, Harold filled me in on the team and how 
former teammates were doing. I coached for Kingsmill for a few summers during college, and when I graduated 
Harold brought me on as an assistant coach. He never carried an ego and never gave me a hard time for being 
a part time shark. 
 
A coach like Harold does not come along often in someone's life. He cares deeply about his swimmers long 
after they are gone from his pool, even if they were not his top scorers. He is not arrogant or contain an ounce 
of ego. Harold carries nothing but love and a talent: a talent to nurture and condition athletes, while also 
nurturing these people into strong, thoughtful adults. What he taught me I still carry with me today. I still swim 
because of him. I am a much more intrinsically motivated individual because of my successes and failings as 
one of his girls. I am deeply empathetic and believe strongly in respect, which I am confident was cultivated by 
Harold in conjuncture with my parents. 
 
Again, I fully admit that I do not have all the information. What I take offence to is the fact that while referring to 
these private "personnel" issues on your Facebook page, you mentioned that the "safety" of the team's 
members is of concern. That comment downright angers me. Shame on you for using such language in a 
public setting where you are claiming privacy while passively slamming Harold. By raising the possibility that 
safety is at risk, you are inflaming an already emotional situation by cultivating fear and anxiety. You should not 
be so careless in your choice of phrasing. Words matter. Harold's presence, guidance, and influence has never 
and will never endanger one of his swimmers. 
 
As I imagine you are beginning to feel, Harold is immensely supported in Williamsburg and across the country. 
He has an extremely loyal alumni base and the families and coaches currently involved in WAC are paying 
attention. I look forward to being involved in this discussion as it moves forward. 
 
Respectfully, 
Ashley Foerster 
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Letter from Molly Emmett (WAC Alumni)  
I don’t think I’ve ever used a hashtag before, but here we go: #SaveCoachHarold. 
  
Harold was fired today from the team that he created 37 years ago. I’m publicizing the (since-expanded) email 
that I sent to the board parents two days ago in hopes that transparency of support can help to mend this. 
  
Hello WAC Board Members, 
 
I'm writing because it's come to the attention of a league of concerned WAC alumni and current parents that 
you may be in the process of doubting Harold Baker's ability to coach young swimmers to success and 
cementing that doubt with the unfortunate and crushing -- to me, to current and former WAC swimmers and 
parents, and to Harold -- dismissal of a legendary coach from the team that he built. I'm from a family of four 
children; all four of us swam for Harold from age 5-18. I was a member and captain of Harold’s Lafayette High 
School girls’ swim team that won four consecutive state championships. My summer team, Kingswood Klams, 
won championships all but one year of the 15 years that I was on it -- coached by Harold. Two of my three 
brothers swam at a Division 1 school after graduating from high school. Thanks to swimming for Harold, we all 
had the discipline to get accepted to a school near the top of the nation in academic standing. Harold has been 
a prominent personage at the weddings of my brothers' friends and my brothers. Harold and WAC alumni, now 
dispersed around the country, come to our house around the holidays. They swam for William and Mary, Yale, 
Brown, Colgate, Notre Dame, Virginia Tech, NC State; they are lawyers, writers, teachers, engineers, business 
people. 

In the 13 years I spent swimming for WAC, my level was occasionally run by the intense coaches that it seems 
you think will be best for all of Williamsburg’s swimming children. I barely remember the drills that they taught 
me. I do remember that driving my young body to its limits was their sole focus -- grades were lesser, social 
interaction and empathy for non-swimming friends was lesser. I felt as though my favor depended on my 
swiftness.  If your kids are in middle and high school, with changing and unreliable bodies, this is not a feeling 
you want them to have. 
  
I do remember that Harold’s encyclopedic brain knows all of my times starting from when I tricycled to summer 
swim practice and stopped swimming when people cheered for me and ending with the final race of my career, 
at the beginning of which I was so excited that I mistakenly jumped in for the boys’ heat. He laughed at me. 
This was the appropriate response. He knows my birthday and my family dog's name, and he came to my 
grandparents' funerals. 
  
I do remember, as a 15-18 year old, holding your kids on my hip as I led Kingswood cheers; I do remember 
losing my voice cheering for them during their 25 frees and supporting them with hugs and high fives when we 
were on the same relays. That is the house that Harold built. 
  
I do remember that Harold loved and encouraged me even though I was a tall young lady who could have 
earned many more points for his teams had I had an ounce of competitive spirit. He was equally proud of me 
for smiling at everybody on the blocks and for figuring out that I could bring home backstroke wins because I 
couldn't see my friends during backstroke races and decide that winning would probably bring them more joy 
than it would bring me. I don’t know that any other coach would have valued my personality to that extent. 
  
I do remember that in high school, I went to elite meets and also made friends that have been my support 
system for the last ten years. They all swam for WAC and Lafayette. They all did other things, too -- played 
soccer, ran clubs, met up with friends on weekends, had an extended friend group outside of WAC. Harold 
creates the environment in which that is possible. 
  
If you want your kids to be focused on as if they're bodies only, continue on the path you're on. If you want 
them to be fast swimmers and whole human beings, if you want to honor someone who has positively impacted 
the lives of hundreds of respectful and thriving adults, stick with the man who established swimming in 
Williamsburg. 
 
Thanks for your time, 
 
Molly Emmett  
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Letter from Taryn Tacosa Cooper (WAC Alumni)  
 

To whom it may concern: 

I am one of four sisters who, collectively, swam for Harold in the 70s, 80s, and 90s – back then my 
last name was Tacosa. I took swim lessons at Kingswood, start swimming summer for the Klams at 
age 5 (my gosh, 30 years ago), joined WAC as soon as I could at age 7, and swam for Lafayette for 
a year before we moved out of state. When I lived in Kingswood, I lived at the pool – every day, all 
day in the summer. When we moved and I swam for another neighborhood team, the Kingswood 
pool still felt like home. The constant was Harold. Even when I swam for someone else – Harold was 
there at meets and he didn’t care what team I was on. 

 

Looking back, I’m nostalgic for the culture that I was a part of. It made me love the pool, it made me 
love swimming, it made me love getting up early to practice even when the pool was full of -- nature. 
I miss it so much, those days of nervously waiting for your heat, being warned by adults not to eat 
that hot dog – not yet! – jumping up on the blocks, maybe false starting, swimming your heart out, 
getting out and drying off, getting that hot dog, and being back on the deck to cheer for everyone 
else. Always always, there was recognition and a positive word from Harold, whether you beat your 
personal best or whether you dove in wrong, lost your goggles, got DQ’ed, and made everyone wait 
until you finally touched the wall. And Harold ALWAYS knew what your personal best time in any 
given event was. He knew if you beat it, if you’d have to wait for the official time to puzzle out the 
hundredths of a second, or whether you needed to hunker down for the next chance. He knew if you 
just couldn’t get a handle on your stroke that day. He told you how to fix that the next time. He 
explained how a minute change in your stroke pattern could make all the difference and the next 
time you tried that change out, you understood what he was saying. And then he moved on to the 
next kid and to watching the next race. Because we were ALL important. Not just me. Not just that 
girl that beat me. EVERYONE. 

 

And then, life’s lessons: There’s always that kid – or three – who has a hard time with swimming. 
Maybe it’s just not in his genes, maybe he always gets the rhythm wrong, or maybe he started later 
than everyone else and it’s just plain hard to get the hang of it. What was great about swimming for 
Harold was that we all knew those kids (because they were our teammates!) and we ALL cheered 
for them. We ALL noticed that time he didn’t run into the lane line. And we ALL clapped and 
congratulated him when he finally got out of the pool seconds after everyone else. And you know 
what – in a year, under Harold, it was very possible that kid was going to start winning. And even if 
he didn’t, you still saved a dip-a-stick for him for when his race was over. And where do you think 
that positivity and blind acceptance came from? Those are attributes that follow you throughout your 
life and apply in several sets of circumstances. It certainly wasn’t from the parents who got mad if 
you beat their kid. It came from the example we were given, from the team we were a part of, from 
what Harold built. I took it for granted when I swam for Harold. Believe me, I’ve been on several 
teams since – not everyone operates that way. Your head coach MAKES your team. Harold MADE 
the team a family. 

 

I swam for Harold when I was pretty good – and later, after I had to take some time off, I swam for 
him when I was really not so good. Even though the change in my ability devastated me, it didn’t 
phase Harold. I didn’t feel a change in his attentiveness, his coaching, or in the way he spoke to me. 
I didn’t feel less important in his eyes. The suggestion I’ve seen online that now WAC will be 
inclusive to swimmers of all abilities mystifies and upsets me. I’ve been one swimmer who sat on 
both sides of that “good” line. I’m pretty sure Harold doesn’t focus on that line. He sees each kid for 
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him/herself and your best time at a summer meet coming in last is just as good as your best time 
when winning your heat and qualifying for JOs. It’s your best and that’s all there is to it. 

 

Seeing this story upsets me greatly and my eyes have watered more than once when reading 
through everyone’s contributions to this page and to news outlets online. I haven’t had a connection 
to WAC in years and yet I am outraged at what appears to be a blatant lack of decency and 
professionalism. I’m not sure if the board realizes just how ridiculous their list of gaps comes off. The 
reason I’m on the Facebook page and – since I found out yesterday – check google for new stories 
and have let everyone in my family in on the news and feel compelled to write this admittedly long 
message is because Harold MEANT something special to me and to my life. I’m not the only one. 
He’s not just a swim coach. 

 

Though all of us swam for Harold, I was easily the most dedicated to swimming of my sisters. And 
yet, each of them shares my shock and sense of wrong-doing. I can only hope the decision to 
remove him will be overturned or otherwise dismissed and that the club retains Harold, the person 
who made – makes – it what it is. Who goes out of their way to proclaim so loudly for a past swim 
coach? Who cares so much for a person and a team and a community they haven’t seen or been a 
part of in years and years and years?  

 

Harold Baker’s swimmers do.  

 

This is another letter on what I’m sure is a growing pile. Please forward on or use as needed to help 
in this effort. 

 

Taryn Tacosa Cuper 
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Letter from Rod Balanis (Former Harold Swimmer/Notre Dame Basketball Coach)  
 

To whom it may concern: 

I just became aware of the recent transactions regarding Harold Baker and WAC and wanted to 

reach out to support a gentleman who really had a big influence on my life in more ways than one. I 

was a member of Harold's first swim team for the Kingswood Klams at the age of 8 years old and 

swam for him for several years until the sport of basketball became my calling in life. My sister, 

Bridget McEachern, really became the swimmer in our family family and worked tirelessly in the 

Blow Gym pool on those first WAC teams under Harold. I know the lessons that Harold taught us at 

a young age really shaped our lives in becoming not only really good athletes but more importantly 

better people for being under his tutelage. 

This year I will begin my 20th season as a college basketball coach, the last 16 at the University of 

Notre Dame. I have had the good fortunate to be coached and mentored by some outstanding 

coaches as I progressed as a player and into my coaching career. It all started with my father, 

George Balanis, who had a great run as the Head Basketball Coach at W&M in the mid 1970's. I 

also played for Hall-of-Famer Morgan Wootten at DeMatha High School and the legendary Bobby 

Cremins at Georgia Tech. And for the last 15 years I have worked for one of the great college 

basketball coaches in the country today in Mike Brey at University of Notre Dame where we just 

came off winning the 2015 ACC Basketball Championship in Greensboro, the greatest season in 

Irish Hoops history. 

I bring those names up because I would put Harold Baker up there with any of those gentlemen in 

regards to coaching. Harold was a great tactician and teacher in regards to the nuances of 

swimming but he was so much more than that. Harold had a keen sense of when he should get on 

your butt but also when it was time to put his arm around you when your performance was not up to 

par. We all strive for perfection in any endeavor we take on but the reality of life is sometimes you 

are going to fall short. I learned a very important lesson early in life from Harold that how you handle 

losing is just as important as how you handle success. Harold had that way about him to make you 

want to pick yourself off the mat and try to learn from your mistakes so you can reach higher goals 

later on down the road. 

In closing I would simply say I stand in awe of Harold Baker. Coach Wootten from DeMatha would 

always say the reason that he coached "was the ability to touch young people's lives in a meaningful 

way." Harold Baker has touched a lot of people's lives for a long time in a very special way which 

has been displayed by the outpouring of support for him the last few days. A wise soul also once told 

me "you might forget some of your teachers as you get older, but you will never forget your coach." I 

have lived my life that way and because of that I have never forgotten Coach Harold Baker and the 

immense impact he has had on my life. 

Sincerely, 

Rod Balanis    
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Letter from Anne Lewis (WAC Alumni Parent / Parent of Former Collegiate Swimmer 

& Olympic Trials Swimmer)  
 

I was shocked to learn today that WAC is considering dismissing Harold Baker as head coach of 

WAC.  Historically, I feel that I may have some insights into what is driving this drastic proposal. I served as 

Treasurer of WAC for five years during the early 1990s, and I am the mother of two former WAC 

swimmers.  There have always been a few parents who have wanted the board to make changes in WAC 

to be what was thought to be a more competitive program.  Each year a few would make the move to other 

peninsula teams. Some eventually returned to WAC. 

Our family is a perfect example of why WAC is different than other competitive teams.  We have two daughters 

who are both products of over 12 years at WAC.  I want to illustrated why WAC works.  Harold has always 

taken swimmers of all levels.  Our two girls represent the extremes.  Sarah liked WAC because it was fun.  At 

every meet he praised her drops in time and rejoiced when her strokes began to take on better and better form 

and speed.  We all knew that Sarah would never be the best swimmer, but she gained an appreciation of the 

sport.  She went on to coach Tabb High School's boys' swim team, which won the state title, while Harold won 

the girls' first place trophy the same year.  Sarah also coached at Warhill High and several summer league 

teams.  This year she watched Harold in the pool with her three young children working on their techniques. 

They can all three now swim the length of the pool competitively.  Harold encourages each swimmer to meet 

goals and set personal best times.  Would other less competitive WAC swimmers have lasted in another 

program?  I think not.  

Our other daughter might be better known in swimming circles.  Ruth Anne loved to swim as a child because 

Harold made learning the skills fun.  Year after year, with Harold's help and encouragement, she 

improved.  For over 14 years, they worked to develop the skills and speed of an elite swimmer.  Ruth Anne was 

heavily recruited and was offered an appointment to the United States Naval Academy.  She decided instead 

on The College of William and Mary.  She rewrote the record board at William and Mary.  She had two coaches 

in her four years of college, but Harold had laid the foundation for these accomplishments.  She was honored 

by being named the best female athlete at W&M her senior year, was chosen as a member of the CAA's 25th 

Anniversary team, and was recently inducted into William and Mary's Hall of Fame.  Pretty good for a local 

swimmer on WAC! It was with great honor that Ruth Anne chose Harold to be her presenter at the Hall of Fame 

awards ceremony.  

We NEVER considered leaving WAC.  While Katie Hoff and her family actually moved to another area, Ruth 

Anne was enjoying band, piano, Girls’ State, and other activities that produce the well-rounded student that 

colleges are looking for. It was a proud moment in 1999 at Nationals in Minneapolis when Ruth Anne and Katie 

Hoff stood side by side on the blocks with the very same seed time, to the hundredth of a second.  Both of 

these young ladies had swum together on WAC and WF Frogs teams.  At the end of college, Ruth Anne was a 

half second away from an Olympic Trials time.  Because of the love that Harold displayed in coaching, Ruth 

Anne has also coached a high school team and several summer league teams. Harold has instilled a love of 

swimming that our two very different daughters have embraced. Along with all his other duties, Harold always 

took the time to have heart-to-hearts with his swimmers who needed someone to listen to them.  I was a high 

school counselor, but Harold may have surpassed me in listening to the problems of his swimmers.  WAC is 

HAROLD, and I support him with all my heart. I hope and pray that cooler heads will prevail.  Harold's love of 

swimming and for young people have changed the lives of many of our local youth.  Without Harold's almost 40 

year career with the program that he started, I believe that Williamsburg-James City County would not have 

one of the best swimming programs in Virginia.  

Thank you for considering my input.  I have a deep appreciation for the huge part that Harold plays in the 

program’s success.  

Respectfully,  

Anne Miller 


